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Abstract
This thesis reports work on passive mode-locking of thulium-doped and erbium-doped
fiber ring lasers using the technique of polarization additive pulse mode-locking (P-
APM). A self-starting, mode-locked Tm+3-doped fiber laser was demonstrated with
360 to 500 fsec pulses tunable from 1.8 to 1.9 pm, the largest tuning range demon-
strated from a rare-earth doped fiber. This laser operated in the soliton regime due to
the large negative group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of the fiber at 1.8 jim. A possible
application to optical coherence tomography on biomedical tissue was explored.
A stretched-pulse Er+3-doped laser at 1.55 m was optimized for the applica-
tion of frequency-doubling to 775 nm where the pulses can be used as a seed for
a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier. This laser incorporated segments of fiber with
positive and negative GVD to avoid operation in the soliton regime. Compressed fun-
damental pulses of 100 fsec and 2.7 nJ were obtained, and three nonlinear crystals,
d-BaB 20 4 (BBO). KNbO3 (potassium niobate), and LiB305 (LBO), were evaluated
for frequency doubling. Near transform-limited pulses at 771 nm with average pow-
ers of 8.7 mW were obtained with a 1-cm BBO crystal, corresponding to conversion
efficiencies of up to 10%. Frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements
were performed on both the fundamental and doubled pulses to better characterize
the laser.
The effect of linear birefringence on P-APM was explored through numerical simu-
lations for the case of standard fibers, where the two are of the same order. Although
reduced by the birefringence, pulse shaping still occurred and there was no inherent
periodicity due to the fiber beat-length. Measurements of birefringence and tempera-
ture sensitivity of both standard and polarization maintaining (PM) fibers were also
performed.
Experimental work toward an environmentally stable Er+3-doped fiber laser in-
cluded two different schemes. The first design was comprised of only PM-fiber, but
stable mode-locking was prevented by the temperature dependence of the PM-fiber
birefringence. The second scheme, the sigma laser, was a traveling-wave cavity which
used both non-PM and PM-fiber. Environmental stability was achieved by canceling
changes in linear phase bias in the non-PM fiber and using linear polarization along
one of the axes in the PM fiber. Stretched-pulse operation of the sigma laser was
achieved with sub-110 fsec, > 1 nJ pulses generated directly from the cavity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the late 1960's the incorporation of trivalent rare-earth ions such as neodymium,
erbium, and thulium into glass hosts [1] in the cores of glass fiber waveguides [2,3]
made fiber lasers possible. Due to the high efficiency of the Nd+3 ion as a laser, early
work focused on Nd+3-doped silica fiber lasers which operated at 1.06 pm [4]. The
advantages of these lasers included simple doping procedures, low loss, and optical
power confinement over extended interaction lengths. Doping of silica fibers with
Er+3-ions was not achieved until the 1980's [5,6]. Since that time Er+3-doped fiber
lasers have received much attention and research effort because the lasing wavelength
at 1.55 pm falls within the low-loss window of optical fibers and thus is suitable for
optical fiber communications. Thulium (Tm+ 3 ) is a third rare-earth ion which has
been successfully incorporated into optical fibers [7]. Initial interest in Tm+3-doped
fiber lasers arose because its emission covers gaps between the bands of Nd+3 and Er+3
in the 1400 to 2700 nm range. With silica as the glass host, Tm+3 -doped fiber lasers
have operated from 1.7 to 2.1 m [8,9]. In fluoride-glass hosts, additional transitions
of the Tm+3-ion are available due to an increase in the number of metastable upper
states. Continuous-wave Tm+3-doped fluoride fiber lasers have been demonstrated
around 0.82, 1.48, 1.9, and 2.3 m [10]. Rare-earth ions such as Ho + 3 [11,12] and
Yb+3 [13,14] have also been used as dopants or co-dopants in silica or fluoride fibers
allowing new lasing or pumping wavelengths, while Pr+3 has been incorporated into
fluoride fiber providing emission at 1.3 m [15,16]. Fig. 1-1 shows the wavelength
ranges accessible from the different rare-earth dopants in silica glass fibers. Interest
in compact, diode-pumped, fiber-compatible optical sources at various wavelengths
has been the motivation for much of this fiber laser research over the last ten years.
In addition to continuous-wave operation, fiber lasers can be operated in a pulsed
mode (mode-locked) with an output of one or more pulses per round-trip time. Mode-
locked lasers have a number of potential applications, depending on the wavelength
and pulse width. They could be used as sources in communications systems, spectro-
scopic tools in the laboratory for time-resolved studies of fast nonlinear phenomena
in semiconductors, or as a source in eye-safe laser radar (LIDAR). Short pulses could
also be used as a source for a pulsed optical-fiber gyroscope or as a seed pulse for
another laser in medical applications. Applications such as Optical Coherence To-
mography could take advantage of the broad bandwidth of a mode-locked fiber laser
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rather than the temporal ultrashort pulse width.
Nd+ 3 Yb+3 pr+3 Er+3 Tm+3
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 ( (gm)
Figure 1-1: Diagram of wavelength ranges which can be obtained by rare-earth
dopants in silica fibers. The approximate bandwidth for each rare-earth ion is also
indicated.
Fiber lasers can be mode-locked actively, where a modulator controls the cavity
losses and induces pulsed operation, or passively, where an intensity fluctuation acts
in conjunction with a nonlinear medium inside the cavity to modulate the cavity
loss without external control. The shortest pulses which can be obtained from active
mode-locking tend to be limited to approximately 1 psec by the speed of the elec-
tronics used to drive the modulators, and so passive mode-locking is the preferred
technique for obtaining the shortest pulses. (Active mode-locking, though, allows
operation at frequencies much higher than the fundamental repetition rate, which is
important for communications applications.) Passive mode-locking of fiber lasers has
been achieved using three methods: nonlinear amplifying loop mirrors [17,18], nonlin-
ear polarization rotation [19,20,21], and semiconductor saturable absorbers [22]. Both
the nonlinear amplifying loop mirror and nonlinear polarization rotation use the Kerr
effect in a length of optical fiber in conjunction with an interferometer geometry
to form an artificial saturable absorber and achieve pulse shortening. (Nonlinear
polarization rotation will be explained in more detail in Section 2.6.) In the semi-
conductor saturable absorber experiments, a multiple-quantum well sample on a high
reflector is bleached by high intensities. The loss of the cavity decreases as inten-
sity increases, thus favoring pulsed operation. These three techniques have resulted
in the demonstration of subpicosecond pulses at a number of different wavelengths.
Neodymium-doped silica fiber lasers have produced pulses as short as 42 fsec at 1.06
#m [23], while 620 fsec pulses at 1.3 m have been generated by praseodymium-doped
fluoride fiber lasers [24]. Erbium-doped fiber lasers have produced pulses as short as
63 fsec at 1.55 #lm, corresponding to spectral widths greater than 60 nm and close to
the gain-bandwidth of erbium [25].
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Although significant research has been done on lasers at longer wavelengths in
Tm+3-doped and Ho+3-doped fibers, work has primarily focused on obtaining tunable
and high-power continuous-wave operation [11,26,27]. Pulsed sources at wavelengths
between 1.8 and 2.0 #m have a number of interesting applications because they are
eye-safe: water strongly absorbs light in this wavelength region, preventing these
wavelengths from reaching the retina. In eye-surgery and other types of surgery, water
absorption in this wavelength region prevents the laser light from penetrating the
tissue too deeply. Therefore, two potential applications for a mode-locked fiber laser
at 1.8 to 2.0 ym are as a tunable seed for Tm:YAG or Ho:YAG lasers for short-pulse
medical applications and as a source for eye-safe laser radar (LIDAR). Thulium-doped
silica fiber is a natural choice for the laser gain material, since the smooth fluorescence
spectrum of thulium is the widest of all the rare-earth ions, indicating that tunable
ultrashort pulse generation should be possible. Thulium-doped fiber also has the
advantage of strong absorption at 785 nm, where AlGaAs laser diodes have provided
sufficient pump power for cw operation [9] and potentially could pump a mode-locked
laser. Previously reported work on mode-locking of a thulium-doped fiber laser was
an actively mode-locked and passively Q-switched thulium-doped fluoride fiber laser
operating at 810 nm [28]. The authors obtained mode-locked pulses of 6 nsec and
0.54 W peak power under a 400 nsec Q-switched window. More recently, a group
at Raytheon has reported work on a mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser using a
semiconductor saturable absorber [29]. Pulses of 190 fsec and with average powers
up to 1 mW were obtained, but the laser was not tunable.
1.1 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two discusses Er+3 - and Tm +3-doped
fibers and also reviews the Kerr effect and group-velocity dispersion in fibers as these
are the two components most important in building a mode-locked fiber laser. Passive
mode-locking employing nonlinear polarization rotation (also called polarization addi-
tive pulse mode-locking, P-APM) is reviewed. Chapter three discusses a mode-locked
Tm+3-doped fiber laser at 1.8 m and explores an application for this new source.
As a continuation of previous research in our group on mode-locked Er+3-doped fiber
lasers, chapter four discusses work on the optimization of a stretched-pulse fiber laser
for a new application of frequency doubling the 1.55 glm pulses to 775 nm.
Measurements of the birefringence and temperature sensitivity of standard and
PM-fiber are discussed in chapter five, as well as simulation and analysis of the
effects of linear birefringence in a fiber laser mode-locked by P-APM. Work towards
achieving environmental stability of a mode-locked fiber laser is the topic of chapter
six. An analysis of mode-locking in a laser constructed of PM fiber as well as two
designs for environmentally-stable mode-locked fiber lasers are discussed Conclusions
and suggestions for further work are discussed in chapter seven.
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Chapter 2
Fiber Laser Background
Doped optical fibers are an attractive gain material for lasers and amplifiers. They
are solid-state and do not have to be water-cooled, and they can be pumped easily
with wavelength-division-multiplexing fiber couplers. Doped fibers provide both the
gain and the cavity since the light is guided by the single-mode core. Fiber lasers can
also be made compact when packaged efficiently, and silica-based fibers are reliable
and are not hygroscopic. In order to achieve passive mode-locking in a fiber laser,
certain effects in the optical fiber are exploited such as group-velocity dispersion and
self-phase modulation. This chapter contains short descriptions of the characteristics
of thulium-doped and erbium-doped silica fibers, which are the two rare-earth doped
fibers used in this thesis, as well as descriptions of the effects in a fiber which are
important for mode-locking. Pulse shortening via nonlinear polarization rotation is
also explained.
2.1 Erbium-doped silica fiber
Due to current interest in all-optical communications, erbium-doped fiber is probably
the most well-known of all the rare-earth doped fibers. Er+3-doped fiber amplifiers
are beginning to replace repeaters in undersea transmission systems, and Er+3-doped
fiber lasers may someday have a role as a pulsed source in a communications network.
Many excellent references exist on the characteristics of Er+3-doped fiber including
[30,31,32], and so only brief comments are included here.
Erbium-doped silica fiber is a three-level system with pump absorption bands at
800 nm, 980 nm, and 1480 nm and broadband emission near 1.55 lm as shown in
Fig. 2-1. Common oxide glasses doped with Er+3 only have this one metastable state
(4113/2) at room temperature leading to gain at the 1500 nm 4I13/2 -4I15/2 emission
band. Fluoride glasses, on the other hand, can provide gain at a number of other
wavelengths (1.0 m [33] and 2.7 m [34]). The difference in emission wavelengths
is due to the difference of non-radiative decay rates between the two glasses. Oxide
glasses have larger nonradiative rates because their strong covalent bonds result in
higher phonon frequencies. The weaker ionic bonds in halide glasses lead to a much
lower nonradiative decay rate as well as higher transparency in the mid-infrared (2 to
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8 pm). The low effective phonon frequencies in fluorides enable additional metastable
states and thus allow more transitions. (In general, glasses have much larger non-
radiative rates than crystals of similar composition because of the larger effective
phonon frequencies and stronger electron-phonon coupling.)
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Figure 2-1: Energy levels of Er+3 in silica-glass fiber. Possible pump bands are at 800
nm, 980 nm, and 1.48 lm, with broadband emission near 1.55 m. (Energy levels
above the 4F9/2 level are not shown).
For erbium-doped silica fiber, the most convenient pump wavelength would be
800 nm due to the availability of high power AlGaAs diodes, but pump excited-state
absorption occurs which seriously degrades the pumping efficiency. 980 nm and 1480
nm are then the preferred pump wavelengths, and diode lasers are available at both
wavelengths: strain-layer InGaAs diodes at 980 nm and InGaAsP diodes at 1480 nm.
Pumping at 980 nm has shown higher gains and better noise performance [35], and
so in this thesis, a commercial Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) at 980 nm
was used as the pump source. The MOPA output power is 1 Watt single-mode, of
which 60 to 70% can be coupled into a single-mode fiber.
The lasing transition in Er+3-doped silica fiber is primarily homogeneously broad-
ened at room temperature, although rare-earth doped fibers exhibit both homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms. The underlying splitting mecha-
nism is Stark splitting due to the local electric field. The degenerate energy levels of
each active ion are split into a series of levels calle a manifold. Also, homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms smear out each of the levels within the
manifold. In solids, inhomogeneous broadening results from the fact that the laser ions
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see different environments (different local crystal structure, defects, dislocations, and
lattice impurities) [36]. These defects and random strains can change the local crystal
fields seen by the laser ions, resulting in shifts of the exact resonance frequencies of
these ions. The different energy levels created within the manifolds are essentially
independent of temperature (and thus inhomogeneous). Homogeneous broadening
is caused by phonon broadening due to lattice vibrations. There are rapid phonon-
induced transitions between the Stark components within a given multiplet, and this
broadening mechanism is reduced by decreasing the temperature. There have been
a number of studies on broadening mechanisms in erbium-doped fiber [37,38] which
revealed that by cooling the fiber to liquid helium temperatures (4.2 K), the gain
changed from primarily homogeneous to primarily inhomogeneous. But at room tem-
perature (where the experiments of this thesis were performed), this inhomogeneous
strain broadening in the fiber is masked by the larger phonon-broadening effects, and
the erbium-doped fiber appears to be homogeneously broadened and shows predomi-
nantly homogeneous saturation characteristics [39]. (Even the highest components of
the 4115/2 and 4I13/2 multiplets have some thermal occupation, and the emission and
absorption near 1.55 m is a composite of 56 largely unresolved Stark transitions.)
The radiative lifetime of the upper state is ~ 10 msec in erbium-doped fiber [40].
2.2 Thulium-doped silica fiber
Thulium is the rare-earth element next to erbium on the periodic table (atomic num-
ber 69) and has the same stable trivalent (3+) level of ionization due to the removal
of the 6s2 and 5d electrons. Although Gandy and coworkers [41] reported the first
Tm+3-doped glass laser at 1900 nm using a Li-Mg-Al silicate glass in 1967, signifi-
cant work on Tm+3-doped glasses did not occur until the late 1980's when interest
in doped fiber lasers heightened [7,42]. The energy level diagram for Tm+3-doped
silica fiber is shown in Fig. 2-2 and shows emission at 1.8 to 2.0 #m which occurs in
a region of the optical spectrum not covered by Nd+3 or Er+3 . Similar to erbium,
when thulium is incorporated into fluoride fibers, additional transitions are available
(at 0.82, 1.48, 1.88, and 2.35 m [10,27] and 2.25 to 2.5 /m [43]) due to lower mul-
tiphonon relaxation rates which enable a larger number of metastable upper states.
In silica fiber, the energy gaps below the 3H5, 3F3, and 3F2 levels are so small that
multiphonon emission causes them to have extremely short lifetimes, so it would be
unlikely to achieve a population inversion for any of these states regardless of host
or temperature [30]. The host glass thus has a greater effect on the emission wave-
lengths for Tm+3 compared to Er+3 or Nd+3 because of the small effective energy
gaps. Like Er+3 , Tm+3 is primarily homogeneously broadened at room temperature.
The individual Stark transitions cannot be resolved except at temperatures close to
absolute zero, and composition-to-composition variations of the room- temperature
homogeneous line widths cannot be fully explained yet.
The 3H4 level is metastable in Tm+3-doped silica glass, resulting in a three-level
lasing system when the 3H4 to 3H6 transition is pumped with 785 nm into the 3H4
level. Fig. 2-3 shows the 3H4 - 3 H6 emission spectrum of a Tm+3 -doped silica fiber
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(CTm158). The transition is significantly broader than the 4I13/2 -+4I15/2 transition in
Er+3 due to a larger number of Stark components in the Tm+3 manifolds and slightly
larger splittings. Relaxation of the 3H4 level is predominately non-radiative, leading to
low quantum efficiencies of 5 to 15% for silica, where the measured lifetime robs z 0.2
msec and estimated radiative lifetime Trad w 3.4 msec [8]. The low quantum efficiency
results in a high threshold for these lasers, but should not impair the slope efficiency
since the stimulated ci--ssion dominates nonradiative relaxation once threshold is
reached [26]. Because the transition is three-level in nature, Tm+3 also has a problem
with self-absorption: the absorption due to thermally populated Stark levels in the
ground state multiplet which pushes the lasing to longer wavelengths. Cooling the
fiber to depopulate the upper Stark levels results in reduced self-absorption [7] as does
using shorter fiber lengths. The tuning ranges of continuous-wave Tm+3 -doped lasers
have been adjusted by using the appropriate fiber lengths to control self-absorption
[8].
As shown in Fig. 2-2 Tm+3-doped silica fiber can be pumped at 670 nm. 785 nm.
and in the extreme wing of the 3H6 --3 H 5 transition at 1064 nm. Dye lasers and even
laser diodes are available at 670 nm. however, pump excited-state absorption from
the 3F 2 3F3 level to the 1D2 lowers the pumping efficiency. Emission at - 460 nm and
~ 370 nm have been observed with 670 nm pumping [30]. The 3 H6 -- 3H 4 transition at
785 nm has exhibited no excited-state absorption and has a relatively large absorption
cross-section ( 3.2 x 10-21 cm2 at 78.5 nm compared to 5.2 x 10-21 cm2 at 670
nm). Thus. for the experiments reported in this thesis, the pump source was a cw
Ti:Sapphire laser at 785 nm using a Schwarz Electro Optic crystal which provided up
to 600 mW of pump power inside the fiber. (The laser was also tunable from 770 nm
to 810 nm with a quartz birefringent tuning plate.) It is also possible to pump Tm+3
with a Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. as demonstrated in a number of experiments [42,44].
Although decent lasing can be obtained [26], excited-state absorption of the pump
is still a problem, leading to considerable blue emission at 460 nm which involves a
three-photon process [44].
2.2.1 Photodarkening in Tm+3-doped fibers
An interesting phenomenon which has been observed in some Tm+3-doped fibers is
photodarkening, the increase in attenuation coefficient over a broad spectral region
induced by exposure to certain pump wavelengths. Photodarkening had previously
been observed in Ge-containing fibers with no rare-earth ions when the fiber was
exposed to 488 nm light [45]. The process generally involves two-photon absorption
(TPA). which can break Ge-Si bonds. creating free electrons and Ge(3) color centers.
The free electrons can fall into Ge-related traps. creating Ge(1l) and Ge(2) centers,
which are broadly absorbing. Although the photodarkening is decreased by single-
photon absorption, spontaneous recombination, and thermal bleaching, permanent
changes in loss were induced by pumping sufficiently so that TPA dominated. On
the other hand. photodarkening in Tm+3-doped fibers has occurred without Ge as
a co-dopant. indicating that the thulium ions and A120 3 co-dopant were important
[46]. (Photodarkening was not observed in an undoped aluminosilicate fiber [47].)
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Figure 2-2: Energy levels of Tm+3 in a silica-glass fiber. Possible pump
670 nm, 785 nm, and 1.06 m. Emission typically occurs between 1.8
but also at 370 nm and 460 nm when pump excited-state absorption
bands are at
and 2.0 m,
occurs.
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Figure 2-3: Flourescence spectrum of thulium-doped silica fiber when pumped with
500 mW of cw power at 785 nm.
Exposure to near-resonance mode-locked 1064-nm radiation at 300 K induced per-
manent photodarkening with a rate that followed a _ 5 power dependence on the
pump intensity. The results in [46] showed that absorption of infrared radiation led
to photoionization in the Tm+3-doped fiber through a multiphoton (5 photon) step-
wise excitation channel.
I observed photodarkening in a Tm+3-doped fiber from AT&T which had A12 0 3
as a co-dopant and an absorption of 50-60 dB at 790 nm. In the experiment, a 1
meter piece of fiber was pumped with about 500 mW of cw 785 nm light from a
Ti:Sapphire laser. The transmitted pump power was at first 100 mW, but decayed
within 2 minutes to the W level. Then when the fiber was left unpumped for 3 -
4 minutes, the fiber seemed to recover completely, at least in terms of absorption at
the pump wavelength. Although I did not investigate this photodarkening behavior
extensively, I did observe that the photodarkening rate was highly dependent on the
intensity of the 785 nm pump power. With 200 mW at 785 nm in the fiber, darkening
was very slow ( hours). The pump wavelength also affected the photodarkening rate.
Our hypothesis was that the photodarkening was caused by photo-ionization of Tm +3
to Tm +4 (through absorption of four photons) and trapping of the free electrons in
the defects in the glass, forming broadly absorbing color centers. The recovery is due
to thermal recombination of the free electrons with the Tm+4 to form Tm+3 again.
Similar experiments with other Tm+3 -doped fibers from Rutgers University (with
higher Tm+3 doping and only Ge as a co-dopant) did not reveal any photodarkening,
providing further evidence that both Tm+3 and A12 0 3 are important for the process.
These non-darkening fibers (CTmll19 and CTm158) were used in the mode-locked
laser reported in this thesis. A more detailed study of photodarkening in Tm+ 3-
doped fibers with different co-dopants would be an interesting subject for further
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research, in particular, because photodarkening has also recently been observed in
Yb+3-doped fibers [48,49].
2.3 Double-clad doped-fibers
Recently there has been considerable work on rare-earth doped double-clad fibers,
which allow inexpensive and high-power multi-mode diodes to be used as the pump
source. Fig.2-4 shows a double-clad fiber with a rectangularly shaped second cladding.
The double-clad fiber is single-mode at the lasing wavelength and multi-mode at the
pump wavelength, but the second cladding confines the pump wavelength. The pump
light basically undergoes total internal reflection at the interface between the second
cladding and outermost cladding and is guided around and through the core to excite
the lasing ions (which are doped only in the single-mode core). Certain shapes for
the second cladding optimize the frequency with which a ray of pump light passes
through the core as it travels down the fiber, i.e. a rectangular outer cladding is
better than a circular one [50]. Although the pumping efficiency is lower, requiring
longer fiber lengths for equivalent gain to a standard doped fiber, the double-clad
geometry allows the use of multi-mode pump diodes which can have high powers and
can be inexpensive. Both amplifiers and lasers have been demonstrated in double-clad
Nd+3-doped fibers [51,52] and in double-clad Yb:Er-doped fibers [53,54,55,56].
Unfortunately cladding-pumping is, at this time, not feasible in Tm+3- or Er+3-
doped fibers, because they are three-level systems, whereas Nd+3 is a four-level sys-
tem. The high pump rate required for inversion in three-level systems can not be
reached in cladding-pumped fibers. Tm+3-doped silica fibers are sometimes called
quasi-three-level because the lower laser level is a Stark component of the ground
state manifold with a small thermal population of the total ground state population.
But the transition is not sufficiently close to four-level for efficient cladding-pumping,
which was verified in recent experiments with a double-clad Tm+3-doped fiber [57]
pumped at 785 nm and 1064 nm. (Too much self-absorption occurs: ions in the ground
state reabsorb emission at the shorter wavelengths.) Efficient cladding-pumping can
be achieved for Er+3 when the co-dopant Yb+3 is used. Yb+3 is a four-level system,
has a high absorption cross-section centered at 980 nm band, and can be pumped over
a wavelength range extending from 800 - 1100 nm, whereupon energy transfer occurs
to excite the erbium ions. The pump absorption and population inversion of the Er+3
system can be dominated by the concentration of Yb+3 ions when concentration ratios
of 10:1 to 30:1 are employed. Disadvantages of these Yb:Er-doped fibers include lower
Er+3 -doping concentrations than in conventional Er+3 -doped fibers, requirement of
long fiber lengths, and limited availability of the Yb:Er-doped fiber itself.
2.4 Self-Phase Modulation
Dispersion and self-phase modulation are two effects which occur in mode-locked
lasers due to the refractive index of the glass. Self-phase modulation (SPM) is the
intensity dependent phase shift and resulting spectral broadening which arises when
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Figure 2-4: Cross-sectional view of neodymium-doped double-clad fiber. The 7.5
tm-diameter circular core is surrounded by a region of pure silica that is rectangular
with dimensions 100 /sm x 300 m. The second cladding is a fluoropolymer with
a low refractive index and low optical loss. The rectangular region serves as the
cladding for confining laser light in the single-mode core and as the multimode core
for the 807 nm pump light within the hard polymer outer cladding [52].
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a pulse passes through a medium with an intensity dependent index of refraction.
The index n is expressed as
n(I(t)) = no + n2 I(t) (2.1)
where no is the linear index, n2 is the nonlinear index, and I(t) is the pulse intensity.
The index is assumed to respond instantaneously to changes in intensity. When
a pulse propagates through a medium with nonzero nonlinear index n2 and length
EK, the pulse magnitude is unchanged, while the pulse acquires a nonlinear phase
proportional to its intensity:
Uot(t) = Uin(t)exp (-J63KIUin(t)12) (2.2)
where the SPM or Kerr coefficient
2rn 2
= AAeff (2.3)
AA,ff
with Aeff the effective cross-section of the mode inside the medium and A the wave-
length of light in vacuum. The phase of the optical pulse becomes a function of
time such that the instantaneous frequency across the pulse, ((t) =-8),is also
time dependent. A time-dependent instantaneous frequency is called chirp and for
n 2 > 0, the higher frequency or blue components are in the trailing edge of the pulse
while the lower frequency or red components are in the leading edge of the pulse.
The pulse spectrum is broadened so that the pulse now includes more frequencies.
Although SPM broadens the pulse spectrum, SPM alone does not result in temporal
pulse shortening. The new frequency components travel in the leading and trailing
edges of the pulse, resulting in a chirped pulse which is not transform-limited.
The Kerr coefficient is enhanced in optical fibers because of the small effective
mode area Aeff 8 x 10 -11 m 2 and the ability to use lengths of fiber on the order
of meters. The nonlinear index n2 = 2.36 x 10-16 cm2 /W in silica fiber, as recently
measured and reported in [58]. Table 2.1 lists the Kerr coefficients for the various
fibers used in the experiments of this thesis at the wavelengths of interest.
2.5 Group Velocity Dispersion
Group velocity dispersion results from the frequency dependence of the index of re-
fraction, n(w). Because of the frequency dependence of the index, different frequency
components of the pulse will travel at different speeds and the temporal pulse shape
will broaden as it propagates. The propagation constant k = () can be expandedC
in a Taylor series about the pulse center frequency w0:
1 _ 1
k(w) = k (wo) + k'(6o)(w - wo) + k"(Wo)(w - )2 + (wo)( - wo)3 + (2.4)
where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to frequency. k'(wo) is the
inverse group velocity of the pulse, and k(wo) is called the group-velocity dispersion
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(GVD) since it is responsible for pulse broadening. k"'(o) is the third derivative of
k with respect to frequency and is called the third-order dispersion. By normalizing
out the inverse group velocity, the effects of GVD and third-order dispersion on the
pulse envelope after propagating through a medium of length LD is expressed as
I 1
ut(w) = u(w)exp - -k"LD(W-W-)2 - )LD(- W0 3} (2.5)2 6
When a pulse propagates through a medium with nonzero GVD, or k"(wo) Z 0, the
pulse magnitude broadens, while the spectrum remains unchanged. Also, the pulse
acquires a time dependent instantaneous frequency or chirp which depends on the sign
of k"(wo). For positive GVD, or k"(wo) > 0, the lower frequency or red components
travel faster and are in the leading edge of the pulse while the higher frequency or
blue components are in the trailing edge of the pulse. And for negative GVD, or
k"(wo) < 0, the higher frequency components travel faster and are in the leading
edge of the pulse, with the lower frequency components in the pulse trailing edge.
The chirp from negative GVD is opposite to the chirp induced from SPM. When the
effects of SPM and GVD are balanced, the pulse does not acquire a net chirp as it
propagates, and so the pulse propagates without changing temporal or spectral shape.
This is called a soliton and has a normalized pulse amplitude envelope of the form
u(t) = sech(t).
Optical fibers have group-velocity dispersion composed of both material disper-
sion and waveguide dispersion. The material dispersion is due to the frequency de-
pendence of the refractive index of the silica (and co-dopants such as GeO2) and
can be determined by simply taking the second derivative of the Sellmeier equation
for the refractive index. For pure, undoped silica, the material GVD is negative (or
anamolous) for wavelengths above 1.3 pm, and is -25 ps2 at 1.55 gm and -65 ps2 at 1.8
/m. Waveguide dispersion reflects the dependence of the effective mode index on the
core diameter, index difference between core and cladding (n), and fiber structure.
For step-index geometries and wavelengths in the infrared, waveguide dispersion is
positive (or normal). It is then possible to shift the zero-dispersion wavelength to
1.55 #m or greater by using the appropriate core size (4 to 5 m core diameter) and
index difference (0.006).
In 1991 Kohichi Tamura, a graduate student in our group, wrote a Mathematica
program to calculate the GVD of the silica fibers he was using in his experiments.
The program uses a Sellmeier equation for pure, undoped SiO2 from the Physics
Handbook to determine the material dispersion. The waveguide dispersion calculation
involves finding the propagation constant over the wavelength range of interest by
using the small index difference approximation, An << 1, and assuming an ideal,
step-index circular waveguide. For the LP0 1 mode, the field solutions are Bessel
functions and lead to a mode condition which can be solved numerically for 1 as
a function of wavelength [59]. The program has been used to calculate the GVD
of a variety of fibers, and results for standard single-mode fibers have been found
to be within 5% of specified measured values. When An > 0.03 the waveguide
dispersion has a significant contribution, and the program may not be as accurate.
Frequently the specialty doped fibers have small cores and large An, and the GVD
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the Kerr coefficients 6 and the second- and third-order
group velocity dispersions for the f. bers used in this thesis. A: wavelength, and MFD:
mode-field diameter. The values shown for k" were lIculated and then verified
experimentally, while those for k"' were only calculated.
is usually not specified. The calculated dispersion can be checked by measuring the
GVD experimentally using the method of Knox [60] as shown in section 3.4. Co-
dopants in the fiber core such as GeO2 and Al may significantly raise the refractive
index; reference [61] contains a useful table of Sellmeier coefficients for silica glass
doped with various amounts of co-dopants which can be used in the program to more
accurately calculate the material dispersion. Table 2.1 shows values for the second-
and third-order dispersion of the various fibers used in this thesis.
2.6 Polarization APM
Additive Pulse Mode-locking (APM) is a passive mode-locking technique that employs
a nonlinear interferometer to achieve pulse shortening. The pulse is split into the two
arms of the interferometer with a nonlinear element in one arm. The pulses recombine
back at the beam splitter and pulse shortening occurs through the coherent addition
of the self-phase modulated pulses. One advantage of APM is that it is extremely fast
because it is based on the self-phase modulation (SPM) from the Kerr effect and thus
should not put a limit on the shortest pulses which can be achieved. The technique has
been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically in several solid-state
lasers [62,63,64], and the reader is encouraged to check these references for further
details. APM can be extended to fiber lasers, where SPM is easy to achieve. As
discussed in the following, pulse shortening is achieved with SPM and polarization
control.
Nonlinear polarization rotation occurs in an optical fiber when an initial ellipti-
cal polarization state rotates as it propagates because of the intensity dependence of
the refractive index (n = no + n2 I) [65]. The ellipse can be resolved into right-
and left-hand circular polarization components of different intensities. The circular
components accumulate different nonlinear phase shifts when propagating in a non-
linear medium (optical fiber) which leads to a rotation of the polarization ellipse,
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Fiber type A (m) MFD (m) 6 (1/W-m) k" (ps 2/km) k"' (ps3 /km)
SMF 28 1.55 8.9 1.5 x 10- 3 -22 +0.126
Flexcor 1.55 5.4 4.2 x 10- 3 -7 +0.102
Er+ 3 (1128) 1.55 3.9 8.0 x 10- 3 +70 -0.108
Er+3 (1128-2) 1.55 3.1 12.8 x 10-3 +105 -0.235
SMF 28 1.85 8.7 1.3 x 10- 3 -60 +0.53
Tm+3 (CTmll19) 1.85 4.5 5.0 x 10-3 +3.3 +0.032
Tm+3 (CTml58) 1.85 4.7 4.6 x 10- 3 -12 +0.135
while maintaining the ellipticity and handedness of the ellipse. An optical fiber is
particularly well-suited for nonlinear polarization rotation because long fiber lengths
can be used and the small mode diameter leads to high intensities and thus to a
large nonlinear index change. Fig. 2-5 shows how nonlinear polarization rotation can
be used in conjunction with bulk polarization optics to obtain an artificial saturable
absorber (an element which absorbs low intensities but is bleached by and transmits
high intensities) and mode-lock the laser. The mode-locking technique is called Polar-
ization Additive Pulse Mode-locking (P-APM) since the right- and left-hand circular
polarization components acquire a differential nonlinear phase shift and are added to-
gether at the final polarizer. P-APM has been successfully employed to mode-locked
Er+3 - and Nd+3-doped fiber lasers [19,20,21,66]; a natural extension is to employ the
technique in a Tm+3 -doped fiber laser, as reported in chapter 3.
Polarizer V4 Plate X2 Plate Polarizer
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Figure 2-5: Diagram of how pulse shortening occurs in a laser through Polarization
APM. An initial pulse is linearly polarized and then made elliptical with a quar-
ter-wave plate. The light then passes through an optical fiber where ellipse rotation
occurs and the peak of the pulse rotates more than the pulse wings. At the output
of the fiber, the waveplates orient the pulse so that the peak of the pulse passes
through the polarizer while the wings of the pulse are extinguished, thus achieving
pulse shortening.
2.6.1 Master equation for P-APM in a fiber laser
The pulse in a laser which is mode-locked by APM can be described using a steady-
state analysis which treats mode-locking in the time domain, as in [64]. The method
analyzes the action of each component of the laser system on the pulse and assumes
that the net modification of the pulse envelope upon return to the starting reference
plane is zero. The main assumption is that the mode-locked pulse experiences only
small changes per pass (less than 10%), so that the effects can be treated as distributed
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throughout the laser. The electric field for the radiation inside the laser cavity has
the form:
E(t) = u(t) exp(jwot) (2.6)
where u(t) is the complex amplitude of the slowly-varying temporal envelope of fre-
quency w0. Fig. 2-6 shows the possible effects in a mode-locked laser which are taken
into account in the following Master equation:
{- + g -e + + 4k2LD) t + (-j6LK- + )ul2} u = 0. (2.7)
where ib is the net linear phase shift, e is the linear loss per pass, and g is the laser
gain. The gain is assumed to be slow, saturable gain, which means that as the pulse
energy increases, the gain saturates but on a time scale much longer than the pulse
width. The second term proportional to g is due to the finite bandwidth of the gain.
k"LD represents the contribution of the group velocity dispersion k" in a material of
length LK, while LK is the SPM contribution with Kerr coefficient 6 in a material
of length LK. The last term on the right-hand side represents the artificial saturable
absorber action of the P-APM, which is also called self-amplitude modulation (SAM).
-y is inversely proportional to the saturation intensity and must be positive so that
higher intensities see lower loss.
The Master equation has an exact solution [64],
u(t) = Ao sech()) (2.8)
where is the normalized pulse width ( = 0.5 6 7 rFWHM) and P is the chirp parame-
ter. In the negative GVD regime, it is possible to obtain chirp-free pulses (/3 = 0), such
that the contributions from SPM and GVD balance and the filtering and saturable
absorber action also balance. The mode-locked pulse is then transform-limited (hav-
ing the shortest temporal width for a given spectral width) and has the same shape
as a soliton, which was previously described. These are the optimum pulses which
can be produced by lasers which are passively mode-locked by FSA-like mechanisms,
and in chapter 3, the pulses from the Tm+3 -doped fiber laser will be compared to
unchirped secant hyperbolic pulses. The "solitons" predicted by the Master equation
for zero chirp are similar to the "average solitons" which occur in periodically ampli-
fied transmission systems [67,68]. Although the attenuation and amplification within
one round trip can be considerable, an important requirement on these "solitons"
is that the nonlinear phase shift per round trip must be small (<< 27r), as will be
explained in more detail in section 3.6.
2.6.2 Matrix formulation of P-APM parameters
By using a Jones Matrix formulation, P-APM as shown in Fig. 2-5 can be modeled
theoretically. The goal is to find expressions for the SPM (u1 2), SAM (ul 2), and
linear loss in terms of the P-APM parameters, by comparing the output field after
P-APM with a general form of the output field:
a(o,,t) (T + ( + ) la(i,) 12) a(i) . (2.9)
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Linear
Loss
Filtering
Figure 2-6: Schematic diagram of a ring laser with saturable gain, linear loss, filter-
ing (gain-bandwidth limiting), self-amplitude modulation for modelocking, self-phase
modulation, group velocity dispersion, and isolator for unidirectional operation. The
Master equation includes each of these effects in determining the pulse envelope.
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The analysis here follows that reported in [69] and [70].
The input field in the basis of linearly polarized modes E. and Ey is represented
by a vector
E [ E . ] (2.10)
The action of each component (waveplates, Kerr medium, and polarizers) in the P-
APM scheme can then be represented by a matrix which multiplies the input field.
We assume in this analysis that the Kerr medium (fiber) is isotropic, and so it is
simpler to describe the Kerr effect in the basis of circular polarization. (The case of
non-isotropic, or birefringent, fiber will be examined in chapter 5.) The linear modes
E, and Ey can be converted to the circular basis through the unitary transformation
U: [E+] E. [1 - ] = U [E,] (2.11)
The entire expression for the output field becomes:
[ E ]( = [Xpo1] [HWP()] [U.,] [KERR] [U] [QWP(a)] [Xp,] E , ]
(2.12)
where the Jones matrices for the different elements are familiar and listed here for
convenience. The X polarizer is
[XPOl] = [ ] (2.13)
while the quarter-wave plate at angle a is defined as
[q(1-) [ + cos(2a) sin(2a) ] (2.14)
2 [sin(2a) j - cos(2a) (2.14)
and U is defined in equation (2.11). The Kerr effect in the circular basis is expressed
as
[KERR] = e- ] (2.15)
where
2 2
is the common nonlinear phase shift and
X - (IE+I2 IE 12) (2.17)
is the differential nonlinear phase shift with = l = 2K. When the input
state is linear, AO = 0 because IE+I2 = IE_12 and there will be no polarization
rotation.
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The matrix U,, is the unitary transformation which converts the circular basis
back to the linear (xy) basis,
[u. ] ] (2.18)
And the matrix for the half-wave plate at angle is
[HWP(9)] = [cos(2) sin(20) ] (2.19)
sin(20) - cos(20)
When the multiplication of the matrices is carried out, the output field is then
Eout) = E e [eir(ca + so) + e-r(c - sa)] (2.20)
2
where F = a + An - 20, c represents cos a, and s represents sin a. The intensity
IE(out)l2 is then
E.(o)02- lEVi (1 + 2ac2r). (2.21)2
Now equation (2.20) can be cast in the general output field form of equation (2.9).
The linear transmission T can be determined by setting the nonlinearity equal to zero
(AO = 0) in equation 2.21, such that Et"' t) = TE() . The linear transmission is
then
T =- 1 + C2 c 2(a-2) (2.22)
Finally, by assuming small nonlinearity and ignoring terms which are higher than
first order, the SPM and SAM parameters can be determined as:
61E2 = El2 [T- 2] (2.23)
IE2 = 1 lE 2 S4c S2(a_-2) (2.24)
24 it is best to perate with a large ratio of / in order to optimize
As shown in [64], it is best to operate with a large ratio of -/ 5 in order to optimize
the pulse width, chirp, and stability.
2.7 Self-Starting
Ideally, a passively mode-locked laser will evolve into a pulsed state on its own,
without external perturbation or trigger. This is called self-starting, meaning that
the pses start up from an initial noise fluctuation formed by mode beating of the
multiple axial modes in the laser. In general, systems mode-locked by fast saturable
absorbers have difficulty with self-starting due to the weak pulse shaping for long
pulses [71]. Random mode-beating fluctuations decay within a characteristic time
(the lifetime of the fluctuation) due to competing scattering processes [72]. A mode-
locked state can only be established if the excess round-trip gain experienced by
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the initial fluctuation is large enough to complete the mode-locking process within
the lifetime of the fluctuation. The lifetime is related to the linewidth of the first
beat-note of the power spectrum of the free-running laser [72].
Lasers in a unidirectional ring configuration have been shown to self-start more
easily, which has also been explained theoretically in references [73] and [74]. Both
papers point out that mode-pulling will decrease the mode coherence time (decreasing
the lifetime of a fluctuation). Reference [73] explains that spurious reflections (off bulk
elements or polished fiber ends) and etalons in the cavity create a multiple Fabry-
Perot structure with unevenly spaced axial modes. Larger injection signals (higher
powers) are then needed to start the pulses. In a linear cavity, a single refection
surface can cause mode pulling. In a unidirectional ring cavity, though, the effect
of reflections is reduced since two reflecting surfaces must occur in order to form an
etalon. (A first-order reflection is attenuated in the isolator.) As reported in [73] low
self-starting thresholds appear to be possible for a ring cavity, whereas significantly
more power (a factor of -, 10-100) may be required for self-starting in a linear cavity.
A second explanation for mode-pulling and reduction in the mode coherence time
is based on spatial hole burning in the gain medium which occurs in a linear cavity
[74]. The forward and backward propagating waves form a standing wave pattern
of the electric field which induces a spatial modulation of the complex refractive in-
dex in the gain medium. This grating then causes a change in the mode-beating
frequencies which differs for different pairs of adjacent axial modes, and thus causes
mode-pulling. Consequently, the linewidth of the first beat-note is broadened, re-
sulting in a higher self-starting threshold for linear cavities versus unidirectional ring
cavities where spatial hole burning does not occur. Reference [74] also points out that
since there is a finite build-up time for the population grating in the gain medium,
sudden perturbations or periodic variations of the cavity length partially can erase
the grating and enable self-starting which explain why moving mirrors or "tapping
the optical table" are helpful starting mechanisms. Due to the enhanced self-starting
of the ring geometry, the laser designs reported in this thesis are unidirectional ring
lasers or at least have a ring as part of the geometry.
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Chapter 3
Thulium-doped fiber soliton laser
As discussed in the first chapter, Tm+3-doped silica fiber is an attractive gain medium
for a fiber laser because it has a broad and smooth gain profile and can provide gain
between 1.8 and 1.9 pm, a region not covered by the more common rare-earth dopants
Nd+3 and Er+3 . This chapter contains a discussion of a passively mode-locked Tm+3 -
doped fiber laser using P-APM, which demonstrates that the P-APM technique is not
limited to Er+3-doped fiber lasers at 1.55 pm [21], but can be applied to lasers at any
wavelength. The motivation for this work was to determine the shortest pulses which
could be generated from the Tm+3-doped fiber laser and the factors limiting the pulse
width. With the broad gain bandwidth of 100 nm, transform-limited (sech) pulses
could potentially be as short as 40 fsec. A 1.8 am pulsed source could open up new
applications such as LIDAR, medical surgery, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT),
or spectroscopy on intersubband transitions in quantum wells, which take advantage
of either the time resolution or the spectral bandwidth at 1.8 pm. The application
of a 1.8 pm broadband source to OCT was explored and is also discussed. Initial
experimental results from this laser were reported in [75]. Subsequently, important
work on a passively mode-locked Tm+3-doped fiber laser was reported in [29].
3.1 Experimental Setup
The laser was mode-locked using nonlinear polarization rotation in the unidirectional
ring configuration shown in Fig. 3-1. The thulium-doped silica fiber (CTm-158) was
donated by Rutgers University and had a core diameter of 4 pm, numerical aperture
of 0.23, and cutoff wavelength of 1.16 pm. The fiber was doped with 31,000 ppm
Tm+3-ions concentrated in the center 1/7th of the core area. The purpose of this
unique geometry was to have a sufficient Tm+3 concentration to enable an increased
pumping efficiency, yet allow the pump absorption to be distributed along one to two
meters of fiber. When the Tm+3 concentration is sufficiently large, a cross-relaxation
process can occur between an excited thulium ion and a neighboring thulium ion in
the ground state, resulting in two lasing photons from a single pump photon [76]. Due
to the high losses of our laser cavity, it could not be determined if an increased pump
efficiency occurred due to this doping geometry. Although the small signal absorption
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was measured to be approximately 100 dB/m at 785 nm, at the typical pump powers
(300 to 500 mW in the fiber) used in our experiment, bleaching of the absorption
occurred. The fiber was tested by monitoring the fluorescence when pumping a piece
of the fiber at the peak of the absorption at 785 nm. Fluorescence spectra of more
than 100 nm were observed as shown in Fig. 2-3. The optimum length of Tm+3-doped
fiber was estimated to be 1.3 - 1.4 meters. This length was determined by pumping a
piece of Tm+3 -doped fiber with 500 mW at 785 nm and cutting back the fiber until
maximum fluorescence was achieved at the end.
Ti:Sapphire
785 nm
Lens PBS Isolator
nfn  n OC
Output
1.10 m
F-28 fiber
Figure 3-1: Experimental set-up for the mode-locked thulium-doped fiber ring laser.
PBS: polarizing beam splitter, Tuning plate: quartz plate of thickness 10T.
The pump coupling and output coupling were done in the air gap with a dichroic
mirror, because standard single-mode fiber couplers and wavelength-division-multiplexing
couplers are not yet commercially available at the required wavelengths. A Ti:sapphire
laser operating at 783 nm was coupled into the fiber laser through the input/output
coupler with an efficiency of 50% of the incident pump power. The output cou-
pling was x 5% at 1.9 m. Waveplates and an isolator in the air gap achieved the
artificial saturable absorber action described in Fig. 2-5 which allowed self-starting,
mode-locked operation. Polarization control was achieved through the use of the bulk
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zero-order waveplates instead of fiber polarization controllers because of the higher
bending loss in standard single-mode fiber at wavelengths longer than 1.5 gm and
the better mode-locking repeatability obtained with bulk waveplates. A commercial
Ho:YAG optical isolator designed for 2.0 to 2.2 pm was used to enforce unidirectional
operation, which was important for self-starting operation [21]. Insertion of a 10T
(T=0.512 mm) quartz birefringent plate at Brewster's angle between the isolator and
the polarizing beam-splitter allowed smooth tuning and bandwidth control. This fil-
ter had a free spectral range of 74 nm and FWHM bandwidth of 35.5 nm, as shown
in Fig. 3-2. The length of passive single-mode fiber (SMF-28) in the laser was ini-
tially 9.3 meters in order to have sufficient nonlinear polarization rotation to achieve
mode-locking. In later experiments, this SMF-28 length was cut back to 4.3 meters
to adjust the cavity length and net dispersion. Unless indicated, the results reported
in this chapter used the 9.3-meter length of SMF-28.
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Figure 3-2: Calculated transmission versus wavelength for a quartz birefringent tuning
plate filter of thickness O1T at Brewster's angle in the cavity. Solid curve: c-a.xis at
40deg from TE polarization (for maximum extinction). Dashed curve: c-axis at
50 deg from TE polarization.
3.2 Mode-locked operation
By properly adjusting the waveplates and birefringent filter, mode-locking was achieved
with spectra centered between 1.8 m and 1.9 Am, depending on the waveplate po-
sitions. An example of typical mode-locked operation at 1.85 m with a single pulse
per round-trip is shown in Fig. 3-3. The pulse FWHM was 480 fsec, assuming a sech,
and the average output power was 280 W with 350 mW of coupled pump power.
The spectrum is centered at 1850 nm with a bandwidth of approximately 8 nm (again
assuming a sech), corresponding to a time-bandwidth product of 0.34
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Figure 3-3: Pulse autocorrelation (fit with a sech) and spectrum of typical single-pulse
operation. The pulse FWHM is 480 fsec, and the spectrum is centered at 1850 nm.
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The cw threshold was 225 mW, while the input pump threshold for mode-locking
varied with the pulse wavelength and was a minimum of 325 mW near the peak of
the gain at 1.8 pm. Fig. 3-4 is a plot of output power vs. coupled pump power which
shows the different states of the laser. The high mode-locking threshold is due to
reflections and large cavity losses in the air gap. The laser was self-starting (i.e. the
pulses started from noise without external perturbation) over the entire tuning range,
but at certain operating points the laser self-started to multiple pulses rather than to
single pulses. (Multiple pulse operation will be discussed further in section 3.7). After
obtaining mode-locking, single-pulse operation could then be obtained by attenuating
the pump. (Single-pulse operation was determined both by fast-detector monitoring
and by taking long autocorrelation scans.) Mode-locking could be maintained with
input pump powers as low as 250 mW, which is lower than the self-starting threshold
and indicative of internal reflections. Self Q-switching of the thulium-doped fiber
laser was never observed, as opposed to erbium-doped fiber lasers [21]. This may be
related to the shorter upper-state lifetime of thulium, which is - 250 psec and 40
times shorter than the upper-state lifetime of erbium [32]. The laser would remain
stably mode-locked for hours.
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Figure 3-4: Laser output power vs. coupled pump power
laser with a spectrum centered near 1.8 gm.
for the Tm+3-doped fiber
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3.3 Tuning characteristics
Tuning of the laser was easily achieved by adjusting the waveplates and birefringent
tuning plate in the cavity. As shown in Fig.3-5, the laser could be tuned over the range
from 1.8 um to 1.9 m with pulse durations between 350 and 500 fsec. Tuning below
1.8 gm was limited not by the gain, but by the commercial Ho:YAG optical isolator
which was optimized for 2.0 to 2.1 m and introduced > 15% loss for wavelengths
less than 1.8 #sm. With a particular setting of the waveplates, continuous tuning
over 50 nm was possible with adjustment of only the birefringent tuning plate at
constant pump power. This range of continuous tuning was limited by the 70-nm free
spectral range of the single birefringent plate as shown in Fig. 3-2. With the larger
free spectral range of a multiple-plate filter, continuous tuning may be possible over
a larger bandwidth. Fig. 3-6 shows a set of continuously tuned spectra with constant
coupled pump power at 400 mW and output power of approximately 250 #sW. The
second set of spectra shown in Fig. 3-7 were taken after the isolator was modified for
lower loss at 1.8 m, allowing pulsed operation down to 1.78 jtm. For this second
tuning range the coupled pump power was adjusted between 350 mW and 480 mW
with more pump power required at the shorter wavelengths. The pulse widths over
this tuning range were between 400 and 500 fsec.
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Figure 3-5: Minimum pulse width vs. center wavelength for single-pulse operation of
the mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser.
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Figure 3-6: Mode-locked spectra from the thulium-doped fiber laser showing a con-
tinuous tuning range of > 50 nm when only the birefringent filter is adjusted.
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Figure 3-7: A second set of mode-locked spectra from the thulium-doped fiber laser
showing the continuous tuning range after the isolator was modified for lower loss at
1.8 m allowing pulsed operation at shorter wavelengths. The pump power was also
adjusted along with the birefringent tuning plate.
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3.4 Dispersion measurement
The dispersions of the thulium-doped fiber and SMF-28 fiber at 1.85 /m were calcu-
lated to be -12 ps2/km and -60 ps2 /km, respectively, as shown in table 2.1. These
calculations were confirmed by experimentally measuring the total cavity dispersion
using a technique developed by Knox [60]. This method involves tuning the laser
while it is mode-locked and measuring the round-trip time at each wavelength. The
slope of T,,p(A) is then the net dispersion D,,,v in units of psec/nm which can be
converted to more conventional units by
A 2
k"Ecav (ps 2 ) = -2-- D ecav (3.1)
Third order dispersion can also be determined by taking the second derivative of
Trep(A). The large tuning range of the Tm+3-doped fiber laser (1.8 Pum to 1.9 #m)
facilitates this measurement of the net dispersion. The individual fiber dispersions
can be determined by changing the length of either the Tm+3 -doped fiber or the
SMF-28 fiber and repeating the measurement. The net dispersion of the cavity for
the 1.30 meters of Tm+3-doped fiber and 10.30 meters of SMF-28 fiber was measured
to be -0.645 ps2 at 1.850 ,um, as shown in Fig. 3-8. The total cavity length was 12.0
meters, giving an average dispersion of k" = -0.0538 ps 2/m. The birefringent beat
length of the thulium-doped fiber was measured to be - 35 cm at 1.85 /sm, while
the beat length of the SMF-28 fiber was 4 to 8 meters. These measurements were
made by launching circularly polarized 1.3 m light into a short length of fiber and
measuring the output polarization state as a function of fiber length. Beat-length
measurements will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.
3.5 Soliton behavior
The mode-locked pulses in the laser represent a balance between the negative group
velocity dispersion and the self-phase modulation occurring in the fiber, and thus are
solitons. Propagation of solitons is described by the Nonlinear Schr6dinger Equation
(NLSE),
= -^uj 2u + jk,2U (3.2)
where is the nonlinear Kerr coefficient and n 2 = 1.2 x 1022 m2 /V2 , k" is the
group velocity dispersion, and u(t, z) is the complex amplitude of the slowly-varying
envelope of the electric field (in V/m). (Note that the NLSE is written in a retarded
coordinate frame which moves at the group velocity of the pulse, determined by k',
the first derivative of the propagation constant k(w) with respect to frequency.) The
solution has a secant hyperbolic shape which is constant with distance. Only the
phase accumulates with distance:
u(t, z) = Ao sech(t/r) exp(- - ) (3.3)
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Figure 3-8: Measurement of Trep vs. wavelength for the Tm+3-doped fiber laser with
10.3 meters of SMF-28 and 1.3 meters of Tm+3-doped fiber. The slope D £,,c =
+0.355 ps/nm, corresponding to a net dispersion kt,,,a = -0.645 ps2.
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where r = 0.567AT (AT is the pulse full-width at half-maximum intensity) and
1.2
Z = ' By substituting the solution in eqn. (3.3) back into the NLSE in eqn.
(3.2), we obtain the relation:
IkI = 71lAol 2 . (3.4)
The soliton energy is then found by integrating Il(t, )12 over all time:
Esol = I IAo 2sech2(t/r)dt = 2AolZr. (3.5)
Using eqn. (3.4), the energy can be expressed as
Eso- 21" (3.6)
Therefore, by knowing the average dispersion Ik"I in the laser and the Kerr coefficient
r/, we can verify how well a pulse with peak power Ao 12 and width r obeys the soliton
condition. The soliton spectrum should also have a secant hyperbolic shape and the
time-bandwidth product (Av AT) will be equal to 0.314 for a transform-limited pulse.
As discussed above, the dispersions of the thulium-doped fiber and passive single-
mode fiber at 1.85 gm were calculated and experimentally verified to be Z -12 ps2 /km
and -60 ps2 /km, respectively. The average dispersion k" in the cavity of 1.30 meters
of thulium-doped fiber and 10.30 meters of SMF-28 was -0.0538 ps2/m. For a pulse
width of 400 fsec and a Kerr coefficient 77 = 1.47 x 10-3/m-W, the peak power
inside the laser should have been 710 W for a soliton, according to eqn. (3.4). The
typical output power from the laser at the 5% output coupler was 300 W, which
corresponded to an intracavity pulse energy of 340 pJ at 17.47 MHz repetition rate and
peak power of 750 W. The close agreement between the theoretical and experimental
intracavity peak powers verified that the pulse was indeed a soliton. Additionally,
pulse autocorrelations and spectra fit well with a secant hyperbolic, and typical time-
bandwidth products were ~ 0.35.
3.6 Spectral modulation
The mode-locked pulse spectra of the Tm+ 3-doped fiber laser show significant spectral
modulation which is related to the fact that the pulses are soliton-like. Work in long-
distance soliton transmission [77,67] and in fiber soliton lasers [78,79,80,81] has shown
that a resonant instability exists when the period (the amplifier spacing or the laser
length) Zp approaches 47rZc, where Z, is defined as before as r2/lk"I. This can be
explained by a simple phase-matching argument. When a soliton propagates in a fiber
laser, it encounters various periodic perturbations such as gain, filtering, and loss due
to splices or output couplers. The perturbed soliton does not obey the NLSE and
sheds dispersive radiation as it reshapes back to a soliton. These linear dispersive
waves are generated over the broad spectrum of the soliton and have a dispersion
relation:
kikn A 2, (3.7)2
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where Aw is the frequency offset from the peak of the soliton spectrum.
Each frequency component then propagates at its own phase velocity. The dis-
persive waves generated each period Zp will interfere destructively except for the
dispersive waves at frequencies which are phase-matched to the soliton. This phase-
matching condition is expressed by
Zp(k - ki,) = 27rm (3.8)
where
Ik"Ik = I I(3.9)
is the propagation constant of the soliton from eqn. (3.3), m is an integer, and Zp is
the perturbation length (length of the laser). The phase-matching condition is shown
in Fig. 3-9. By using eqn. (3.7) in the above relation, we can solve for the frequency
offset Aw at which phase-matching occurs:
1 ZAw = ± 4m  . - 1. (3.10)
7 Z
At these phase-matched frequencies, the dispersive radiation builds up and causes
sidebands of order m on the pulse spectrum as shown in Fig. 3-10. For long pulses,
Z = 2/Ik"I is large, so the sidebands are located far from the peak of the soliton. If
the average dispersion and laser length are kept constant as the pulse width decreases,
then Z will decrease, and the sidebands will be located closer to the peak of the
soliton. The resonant instability occurs when the pulse width is such that Zp/Z, = 4',
and the frequency offset of the sideband Aw = 0. Note that the amount of continuum
that is generated at a certain frequency is proportional to the amplitude of the soliton
at that frequency [79]. Sidebands which are very near to the soliton peak can produce
a significant amount of energy between the pulses.
Although it might appear that we could avoid the resonant instability by decreas-
ing the average dispersion Ik"I as the pulse width r decreases, the soliton energy is
proportional to Ik"I (see eqn. (3.6)), so this is not an optimal solution. Experimen-
tally it has been found that the shortest pulses satisfy the condition Zp < 3 Z in
mode-locked Er+3-doped fiber lasers. This implies that for the Er+3-doped fiber soli-
ton laser, the total nonlinear phase shift per pass is limited to from eqn. (3.4).
The limited nonlinear phase shift leads to small peak powers and. long pulse widths,
and thus low pulse energies.
The Tm+ 3-doped fiber laser spectrum of Fig. 3-10 corresponds to the shortest
single-pulse operation observed from this laser. The pulse FWHM was 360 fsec with
output power of 240 W, corresponding to a peak power of 670 W inside the cavity
following the output coupler. Considering the amplification in the loop, this is con-
sistent with an average intracavity peak power on the order of the theoretical soliton
peak power of 860 W. By fitting the spectrum with a sech on a log scale, the spectral
width was determined to be 10 nm, resulting in a time-bandwidth product of 0.32.
The spectral modulation shown in Fig. 3-10 has two causes: periodic perturbations
and an intracavity Fabry-Perot etalon. When the laser was operating in this short
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Figure 3-9: Plot of the propagation constant k vs. angular frequency Aw which shows
the phase-matching condition for sidebands occuring when the laser is periodically
perturbed. The soliton-like pulse has a constant ks, while the dispersive waves have
k1i, with a quadratic dependence on Aw. Phase-matching occurs at the particular
frequencies where the periodic perturbation (with kp) makes up the difference between
ks and kin,.
pulse state, the cavity length Zp was on the order of 4irZ. Therefore, significant
continuum generation occurred in the laser. This result differs from erbium-doped
fiber soliton lasers which, in the past, have operated with Zp of not more than 32Z,
[21]. The erbium-doped fiber lasers typically had shorter cavity lengths, smaller av-
erage dispersion, and smaller perturbations due to an all-fiber cavity design. The
Tm+ 3-doped fiber laser may have been able to operate in this regime because of
the high net (negative) dispersion of the cavity (k'"eta = -0.645 ps2 compared to
k'"ca,, = -0.091 ps2 for the Er+3-doped fiber laser of [21]) which should help to
disperse the broadband continuum before it can build up to excessive levels in the
sidebands and make the pulse unstable.
In Fig.3-10, the sidebands located more than 7 nm from the center of the spectrum
corresponded to the order 2, 3, and 4 resonant sidebands, and their positions agreed
well with theory. The further away from the center of the spectrum, the more closely
the sideband positions matched the theory. (The locations of the first order sidebands
could not be simply predicted by the theory of [81] when Zp is close to 47rZ,.) The
structure near the center of the spectrum can be attributed to the first order sidebands
due to resonant dispersive radiation as well as Fabry-Perot fringes due to intracavity
etalon effects. A modulation with period 2 nm was consistently observed near the
center of the different pulse spectra. After significant investigation it was determined
that this modulation was due to an etalon in the commercial isolator in the laser
cavity. The Faraday rotator in this isolator was anti-reflection coated for 2.0 to 2.2 m
which resulted in a reflectivity of > 2% at 1.8 gm. This small reflectivity was sufficient
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to cause the modulation depth of - 8% which appeared on the spectrum. The
optical thickness of the rotator ( 1 mm) also corresponded well to the modulation
period. Another indication that both periodic perturbations and an intracavity etalon
contributed to the spectral modulation was that modulation due to the etalon had a
consistent period of 2 nm, while the sidebands due to periodic perturbations changed
position with pulse width, as predicted by eqn. 3.10.
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Figure 3-10: Spectrum of the mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser showing side-
bands due to periodicity and modulation due to an etalon in the cavity. Sidebands
located more than 7 nm from the center of the spectrum corresponded to the order
2, 3, and 4 resonant sidebands, while the modulation near the spectral peak is due to
an intracavity etalon.
3.7 Limitations of soliton lasers
The mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser discussed in the previous section has an
impressive tuning range but also has a number of disadvantages due to its operation
in the soliton regime. The sidebands due to periodic perturbations and the result-
ing continuum generation are an important limitation on all soliton lasers. For a
fixed cavity dispersion, the continuum generation limits the shortest obtainable pulse
width. This long pulse width then limits the pulse peak power due to the soliton
area theorem, which states that the soliton area is fixed by the average dispersion
and nonlinearity:
Soliton Area = A0 r = . (3.11)
A small peak power then implies low average output power in single-pulse per round-
trip operation. Even without the pulse width limitation imposed by periodic per-
turbations, a soliton laser would eventually have a limited pulse peak power due to
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the finite bandwidth of the gain material. Once the shortest pulse width is reached
(rmin oc 1/A/gain), the peak power is fixed by the area theorem, implying limited
pulse energies. But, generally the limit due to periodic perturbations occurs before
the gain bandwidth becomes important.
Soliton lasers also have the problem of multiple-pulse operation due to APM sat-
uration in a system with excessive gain [82]. As discussed in the previous paragraph,
because of the soliton area theorem, the energy of a soliton is limited when either the
peak power or pulse width is limited. Although the self-amplitude modulation (APM
action) is generally represented by yl[ul2 as in eqn. (2.7), it may be more accurate
to represent it by sin(7ul 2 ) since the APM action is interferometric. A pulse which
passes through this APM structure has an energy gain of
J dt lul2 sin(ylul2 ) (3.12)
co
with
u(t) = A, sech () (3.13)
as defined by eqn. (2.8). The maximum of eqn. (3.12) is found to be at lAo12 _ 0.6ir
through substitution of eqn. (3.13), differentiation, and numerical solution. Now the
peak power of the soliton is limited, implying a limited pulse energy from the area
theorem. If the pump power is increased to obtain high powers, the peak power of
the soliton will eventually reach the limit imposed by the APM saturation. Then the
single pulse per cavity round trip will break up into multiple, uncontrollable (untimed)
pulses.
3.8 Possible improvements to the Tm+3-doped fiber
laser
This section includes suggestions for improving the operation of the mode-locked
Tm+3-doped fiber laser in terms of smoother spectra, larger continuous tuning, and
higher output powers.
3.8.1 Filtering
Although it is not possible to avoid the nonlinear phase shift limit in soliton lasers, fil-
tering in the cavity can reduce the spectral sidebands without significantly increasing
the pulse width as shown by Tamura [83] in an Er+3-doped fiber laser. The spectrum
of the Tm+3 -doped fiber laser from the previous section shows the spectral sidebands
due to the periodicity, as well as other modulation, as shown in Fig. 3-10. This laser
did contain a birefringent filter, but the bandwidth of 35 nm at 1.85 #m was too large
to significantly decrease the sidebands from the spectra, which had bandwidths of
only 10 nm. Using a birefringent plate of greater thickness would decrease the band-
width, but would also decrease the free spectral range of the filter. The continuous
tuning range of the laser would then be smaller. A birefringent filter composed of
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multiple plates (with thicknesses that are integer multiples of each other such as 1T,
2T, and 4T) can be designed to achieve both the desired bandwidth and free spectral
range. Fig. 3-11 shows the transmission curve of a filter designed for the Tm+3-doped
fiber laser. The plate thicknesses are 2T, 4T, and 8T, resulting in a bandwidth of
- 20 nm and free spectral range of > 70 nm. The spectral modulation may also be
reduced by finding an optical isolator which will not exhibit an etalon effect. A Fara-
day rotator which is anti-reflection-coated for 1.85 gtm as well as a thicker, wedged
rotator component would reduce the etalon effect.
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Figure 3-11: Calculated transmission versus wavelength for a multiple plate filter of
quartz plates with thickness 2T, 4T, and 8T at Brewster's angle in the cavity. The
filter angle is set for maximum extinction (with c-axis at 40 degrees from TE).
3.8.2 Rejection Port
Higher output powers may be obtained from the Tm+3-doped fiber laser by using the
rejection port as the output coupler in addition to the normal output coupler. As
shown in Fig. 2-5, after the pulse exits the Kerr medium (fiber), it passes through a
half-wave plate to bias it so that the peak will pass through the polarizer, and the
orthogonal polarization, which contains the pulse wings, will be extinguished. This
orthogonal polarization contains the power which is rejected in order to achieve pulse
shortening. Although one might expect the power exiting this port to have poor
pulse quality, as demonstrated in [84], the rejected pulse can be of high quality if
the differential nonlinear phase shift required for mode-locking is small (< 7r/2). The
rejected pulse is usually longer than the intracavity pulse, but the rejected output
power can be as much as 50% of the intracavity power when the laser is biased to a
point where there is large loss for low intensities.
In the Tm+3 -doped fiber laser shown in Fig. 3-1, the rejected power leaves the
cavity through the PBS before the birefringent tuning plate. In some preliminary
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experiments, the output from this rejected port (RP) was compared with the pulses
from the 5% output coupler (OC). Fig.3-12 shows a set of autocorrelations and spectra
from the two ports when the laser consisted of 1.25 meters of Tm+3-doped fiber and
4.95 meters of SMF-28 and when a multiple-plate birefringent filter (2T, 4T, and 8T)
was used in the cavity. The pulse widths were approximately the same: the OC pulse
FHWM was 450 fsec compared to 420 fsec from the RP.1 As expected, the output
power from the RP was significantly higher, 5.9 mW versus 640 W from the OC,
indicating that a large fraction of the intracavity power was rejected. (Unfortunately
this fraction can not be calculated exactly since the laser power immediately before
the PBS is not known.)
The larger pulse wings on the RP autocorrelation are very apparent as well as
the larger continuous-wave spikes on the spectrum. A quantitative way to compare
the pulses is to calculate what fraction of the pulse energy lies in the wings of the
pulse which are larger than the sech fit. For the OC pulse, 9% of the pulse energy is
contained in the non-sech wings, compared to 23% for the RP pulse. This indicates
a fairly poor quality pulse, particularly in the case of the RP pulse, compared to the
pulse of Fig. 3-3 which had only 3.6% of the pulse energy in the non-sech wings. This
cavity with shorter fiber length tended to operate with larger pulse wings, which is
not completely understood but may have a number of possible causes. The shorter
cavity has a smaller net negative dispersion which may reduce the dispersing of the
broadband continuum so that it builds up more significantly before it can build up
in the sidebands. Secondly, the multiple-plate birefringent filter may have an etalon
effect or may provide a larger perturbation to the pulse as it circulates in the cavity.
Further comparison of the output from the OC and RP may provide more insight into
the operation of the laser. This brief investigation, though, showed that if optimal
pulse quality is not important, the RP pulses should be used since the output power
is an order of magnitude larger than the pulses from the output port.
3.8.3 Stretched-pulse operation
A possible way to obtain higher output powers and shorter pulses from the Tm+3 -
doped fiber laser is to avoid operating in the soliton regime, as first demonstrated
in our group with the stretched-pulse fiber laser [85]. The stretched-pulse technique
involves using segments of positive- and negative-dispersion fiber in the laser with
a net dispersion that is slightly positive. The pulses are alternately stretched and
compressed as they circulate in the cavity, as shown in Fig. 3-13, resulting in a lower
total net nonlinear phase shift per round trip. Spectral broadening occurs in the
doped fiber due to the action of the positive dispersion with self-phase modulation.
At the output, the pulses have high energy, a broad bandwidth, and a large positive
chirp. Because the pulses are at a minimum for only a very small portion of the
cavity round trip, the nonlinear phase shift is limited, and the alternating dispersion
is the dominant effect. This results in output pulses which have a large chirp that is
1This state of operation with a shorter RP pulse than OC pulse was somewhat unusual. Generally
the RP pulse width was 10% larger than the OC pulse width. This state was chosen for Fig. 3-12
for its higher output powers.
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of pulses which exit the 5% output coupler (OC) with the
pulses which exit the rejected port (RP). a) Autocorrelation of OC pulse with 450
fsec FWHM (fit with a sech) and average power 640 W. b) Autocorrelation of RP
pulse with 420 fsec FWHM (fit with a sech) and average power 5.9 mW. c) Spectrum
of OC pulse centered at 1792 nm. d) Spectrum of RP pulse centered at 1794 nm.
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highly linear. The chirp can then be compressed with prisms or gratings to achieve
sub-100 fsec pulses. Another important aspect of the stretched-pulse technique is that
the alternating dispersion causes a periodically varying k(w) (instead of a constant
ks = lk" as in the soliton laser) which reduces phase-matched coupling to resonant
sidebands [86]. Thus the spectra are cleaner and there is less dispersive radiation
between pulses.
Erbium-doped fiber
(Positive GVD)
Passive fiber
(Negative GVD)
Figure 3-13: Diagram of pulse evolution in an stretched-pulse Er+3-doped fiber laser.
The strong positive GVD of the Er+3-doped fiber is approximately balanced by the
negative GVD of the passive fiber, causing the pulse to stretch and compress as it
travels around the fiber ring.
The application of the stretched-pulse technique is unfortunately more difficult in
the thulium system at 1.8 ptm. In the Er+3-doped fiber laser discussed above, the
positive dispersion fiber was the doped fiber, while the passive fiber had negative dis-
persion. At 1.55 m the material dispersion of silica is -28 ps2 /km, but the waveguide
dispersion in the doped fiber (due to a small core and large index difference between
core and cladding) is sufficiently positive to shift the net dispersion of the fiber to
+75 ps 2/km. (The dispersion of the passive fiber is -23 ps2 /km at 1.55 am.) At 1.8
/sm, the material dispersion of silica is significantly more negative than at 1.55 /lm,
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resulting in a dispersion of -60 ps2/km for the passive fiber and -12 ps 2 /km for the
Tm+3-doped fiber. It is unlikely at this time that any positive-dispersion Tm+3-doped
fiber will be available, since few universities or research laboratories even make this
type of doped fiber. Therefore, constructing a stretched-pulse thulium-doped fiber
laser with positive dispersion in the gain fiber is not feasible.
In order to still achieve some stretching in the laser, there may be other ways
of introducing positive dispersion into the cavity. Bulk mono-crystalline silicon has
high positive dispersion (+0.9 ps2/m) at 1.8 m, but a very long piece ( 70 cm)
would be required in order to compensate the net dispersion of the -0.645 ps2 in
the Tm+3-doped fiber laser of section 3.1. This is completely impractical, of course.
Another option for positive dispersion would be to use a set of prisms with lenses in
the air-gap of the laser cavity. Unfortunately the alignment of a cavity with prisms
would be very difficult because the 1.8 pm beam is essentially invisible (even infrared
cards are not sensitive beyond 1.7 pm).
The most practical way to introduce positive dispersion into the cavity is to use
a piece of (passive) dispersion-compensating (DC) fiber which has positive dispersion
at 1.8 m. DC fiber was designed to compensate the large negative dispersion in
present long-haul communications systems which have zero dispersion at 1.3 pm but
operate at 1.55 m where there is negative dispersion of k" - -22ps 2 /km. I was
recently able to obtain a piece of DC fiber from Corning which has a dispersion of
+162 ps 2/km at 1.55 pm, as shown in Fig. 3-14, and an extrapolated dispersion of
+330 ps2 /km at 1.85 pmin. This fiber was tested in a stretched-pulse Er+3-doped fiber
laser, and two possible problems were identified. First, the refractive index profile of
the DC fiber consists of concentric higher-index rings around the core which causes
splice loss of > 20% when DC fiber is spliced to SMF-28 or other more standard fiber.
Secondly, the stretching factors and spectral bandwidth may be smaller than when
the positive-dispersion fiber has gain (as in the laser of Fig. 3-13) because there will be
lower peak power and thus less spectral broadening due to the action of the positive
dispersion with self-phase modulation. An interesting future experiment would be
to try to use this fiber in the Tm+3-doped fiber laser to determine if the laser will
mode-lock and if stretching occurs in this cavity configuration to allow higher output
powers.
3.9 Optical Coherence Tomography using a 1.8
/zm source
As discussed in the introduction, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a possible
application for a mode-locked fiber laser which takes advantage of the broad spectrum.
This section includes an investigation of this application using a Tm+3-doped fiber
amplified-spontaneous emisson (ASE) source to evaluate the use of the 1.8 to 1.9 pm
wavelength range for OCT. A description of the ASE source is also included.
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Figure 3-14: Plot of group-velocity dispersion k" versus wavelength for the disper-
sion-compensating (DC) fiber from Corning. The dispersion is +162 ps2 /km at 1.55
/um and is extrapolated to be : +330 ps 2 /km at 1.85 lm.
3.9.1 OCT background
Optical Coherence Tomography is a medical imaging diagnostic technique which uses
low coherence light to do high resolution optical ranging [87,88]. Cross-sectional
images of biological tissues are obtained non-invasively by measuring the optical re-
flections from the internal structures. These reflections give time-of-flight information
which can be used to obtain spatial information about the tissue microstructure [87].
The incident optical ranging beam is scanned in the transverse direction(s) to ob-
tain the cross-sectional image. Retro-reflection OCT is a form of Optical Coherence
Domain Reflectometry (OCDR) using a fiber-optic Michelson interferometer and a
low-coherence or mode-locked source, as shown in Fig. 3-15. All four ports of the
coupler are used: the two input ports for the source and detector, and the two output
ports for the sample and reference. Light which exits the sample arm is collimated
and directed into the specimen. Some of this light is retro-reflected and interferes
in the fiber-optic beamsplitter with light that arrives after reflecting off the scanning
mirror at the end of the reference arm. The detector then measures coherent inter-
ference only when the distance of the reflection from the specimen is matched to the
reference arm length within a coherence length of the source. By using low coherence
light, sub-20 m resolutions can be achieved.
The coherence length (spectral bandwidth) and wavelength of the source deter-
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mine the ranging resolution of OCT. This resolution can be expressed as:
2 A2
AL = ln(2)-A (3.14)
where AA is the FWHM spectral bandwidth, and it is clear that a broad bandwidth
source is desirable. Resolutions of 3.7 jam have been demonstrated with the > 100
nm bandwidth of a Ti:Sapphire mode-locked source at 830 nm [89]. The wavelength
of the source is also important in OCT because absorption and scattering can signif-
icantly decrease the amplitude of the detected signal. Absorption is of course highly
wavelength dependent and will vary with the type of tissue being measured. Perform-
ing OCT at multiple wavelengths would allow the measurement of spectral properties
of tissues such as hydration or the size of the light-scattering particles. Rayleigh scat-
tering is a loss mechanism which is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the
wavelength, implying that a longer wavelength source is better. High incident power
is also desirable for an OCT source because it enables shorter data acquisition times
or an increase in the signal level and penetration range.
iple
nce
Figure 3-15: Experimental setup for Optical Coherence Tomography from [87].
Professor J. Fujimoto's group at MIT has used a number of sources for OCT
experiments including a super-luminescent diode (SLD) at 830 nm [87], mode-locked
Ti:Sapphire laser at 830 nm [89], and a mode-locked Cr:Fosterite laser at 1.3 im
[90]. A natural extension of their work is use of a longer wavelength source, possibly
near 1.8 m where the loss due to Rayleigh scattering is low. Another interesting
aspect of this wavelength is that water has an absorption peak in this region, which
may provide information about the tissue hydration, especially when comparing the
depth of penetration to that of other wavelengths. At the present time the mode-
locked Tm+3-doped fiber laser has a resolution of only 140 ,im with its small spectral
bandwidth of 10 nm. But the fluorescence spectrum of the Tm+3-doped fiber is as
large as 100 nm and has a very smooth shape as shown in Fig. 2-3, indicating that
an ASE source from this Tm+3-dopec fiber could potentially have an OCT resolution
of 14 pm at 1.8 ttm. A Tm+3-doped fiber ASE source was therefore constructed and
optimized, as described in the following section.
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3.9.2 Tmr+3-doped fiber ASE source
The ASE source consisted of the same Tm+3-doped fiber (CTm-158) and was pumped
with a maximum of 500 mW at 785 nm from the cw Ti:Sapphire laser. Both fiber
ends were angle-polished to prevent lasing, and a cutback measurement was taken
while measuring the ASE output at the unpumped fiber end under constant pump
power. The optimal fiber length for this configuration was 1.3 meters, and output
ASE powers as high as 7 mW were achieved. Fig. 3-16 shows a plot of output power
versus absorbed pump power when pumping at 785 nm. With maximum output
power of 7 mW, the ASE spectrum was centered at 1808 nm with a 70 nm spectral
FWHM. The dependence of absorbed pump power on pump wavelength was also
tested (with constant incident pump power), as shown in Fig. 3-17, and the optimum
pump wavelength was between 784 and 788 nm. (This measurement is important
for determining the pump tolerance in the interest of eventually diode-pumping the
Tm+3-doped fiber.) Finally, the dependence of the spectral first moment on level
of pump power at 785 nm was also measured, as shown in Fig. 3-18. The center
wavelength increased from 1800 nm to 1820 nm as the absorbed pump power was
decreased from 320 mW to 150 mW, which was due to self-absorption in the Tm +3-
doped fiber. The 70 nm bandwidth at 1808 nm corresponded to an OCT resolution
of 20 m.
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Figure 3-16: Tm+3-doped fiber ASE versus absorbed
CTm-158 and cw pump power at 785 nm.
pump power for 1.3 meters of
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Figure 3-17: ASE output power versus pump wavelength for a constant incident pump
power of 840 mW.
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Figure 3-18: First moment of ASE spectrum versus absorbed pump power at 785 nm.
The wavelength shifts due to self-absorption in the fiber.
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3.9.3 OCT source comparison
In collaboration with Prof. Fujimoto's group, the Tm+3-doped fiber ASE source was
used to take an image of a biological tissue in vitro. The same tissue was then imaged
with a commercially available 1.3 pm super-fluorescent source. The resolutions of the
two sources were comparable (20 m at 1.8 am versus 15 am at 1.3 am), and the
power levels of the sources were matched. Fig. 3-19 shows a comparison of the two
images taken with the sources. The results were promising; the images obtained with
the 1.8 /m source had a slightly larger penetration depth compared with the images
taken at 1.3 pm, and the resolution was comparable. An additional advantage of
thulium source are that it is eye-safe and could be used clinically. The OCT group is
currently continuing to examine the feasibility of using a thulium-doped fiber source
for imaging.
Figure 3-19: Two dimensional OCT image of calcified aortic plaque taken in vitro
with the Tm+3 -doped fiber ASE source and with a 1.3 m source of comparable
resolution.
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Chapter 4
Frequency-doubling of a
stretched-pulse erbium-doped
fiber laser
The stretched-pulse technique was discussed in section 3.8.3 as a possible way to
obtain higher output powers and broader spectra by operating in the non-soliton
regime [85]. An analytical theory of stretched-pulse operation was developed by
Haus, et. al. [91] which describes the mode-locked pulses for this case when the
pulse undergoes large changes per pass due to dispersion. Pulse lengthening due
to dispersion leads to a reduction of the excessive nonlinear effects and improved
output pulse characteristics. This chapter includes a discussion of the stretched-pulse
technique for a new application: frequency doubling of the 1.55 pm output of the
Er+3-doped fiber laser to achieve 770 nm pulses for amplifier seeding. Portions of this
work were published in [92].
Stretched-pulse erbium-doped fiber lasers have generated ultra-short pulses (100
fsec) with energies comparable to those of color-center lasers [84]. By employing
the APM rejection port as the output port, pulse energies of over 2 nJ have been
achieved with average powers of > 90 mW [93]. The laser has several key features
which have led to a number of applications at 1.55 pm. The broad bandwidth of
> 40 nm can be used for wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) by slicing the
bandwidth into channels which are individually modulated [94]. A tunable psec source
for WDM has also been demonstrated by passing the broad bandwidth output through
an interference filter [95]. Additionally, the broad bandwidth could be used for optical
characterization between 1.5 and 1.6 pm. Pulses from this 1.55 pm low-noise source
can also be used in time-resolved spectroscopy and as a seed for a KC:Tl+ color-center
amplifier. The amplified pulses can then be compressed and focussed into a material
with a large nonlinear index of refraction n2 to generate continuum for spectroscopy
[96]. Optical coherence tomography [97] at 1.55 m is a possible application which
would utilize the low coherence of the SP-APM laser.
An additional feature of the laser is the high peak power (> 15 kW) of the com-
pressed 1.55 pm pulses which allows efficient second harmonic generation (SHG) to
775 nm near the peak of gain for Ti:Sapphire. A potential application for these
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frequency-doubled pulses is as a seed for a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier. The
frequency-doubled stretched-pulse fiber laser would be an inexpensive and compact
replacement for the argon-pumped mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator which is nor-
mally used as a seed. Dominance over amplified spontaneous emission has been
demonstrated with 100 pJ seed pulses in a Ti:Sapphire amplifier [98] and with 3 pJ
seed pulses in an alexandrite amplifier [99]. In this chapter, experimental results for
frequency-doubling of a SP-APM fiber laser will be presented where near transform-
limited pulses of over 270 pJ at 771 nm were achieved. Another advantage of the
system is the > 30 MHz repetition rate which results in an easily visible red beam and
simplifies alignment of the amplifier system. First we consider optimization of a SP-
APM fiber laser for this application in section 4.1. Then frequency-doubling results
are discussed including the evaluation of three different nonlinear crystals. In order
to more fully characterize the laser, frequency resolved optical gating measurements
were made and are discussed in section 4.3. Finally amplitude noise measurements
were made on the frequency doubled pulses and compared with an argon-ion pumped
Ti:Sapphire laser.
4.1 Stretched-pulse laser optimization
As discussed previously, the SP-APM fiber laser is a unidirectional ring laser with seg-
ments of positive-dispersion (erbium-doped) fiber and negative-dispersion (passive)
fiber with an overall dispersion that is slightly positive [85]. The full experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 4-1. Several optimizations were made to this laser compared to
that reported in [93], including net dispersion, erbium-doped fiber length, and pump-
ing geometry. The net dispersion DT of the SP-APM laser affects the pulse width
and pulse energy as shown in [86] and in Fig. 4-2. As DT is increased from negative to
positive, the pulse energy increases due to higher pulse stretching factors and avoid-
ance of nonlinear saturation. Although operating with DT at zero or slightly positive
results in the shortest compressed pulses, the pulse energies are significantly higher
for DT > +0.01 ps2 while the pulse widths remain around 100 fsec. Therefore, for
frequency-doubling applications where fundamental peak power is most important for
obtaining high efficiencies, it is advantageous to operate the laser with large positive
DT > +0.02 ps2 .
In order to obtain higher efficiencies and peak power, the erbium-doped fiber was
longer than in previous stretched-pulse lasers (1.7 meters), resulting in a longer cavity
and thus a larger single pulse energy. The erbium-doped fiber was backwards pumped
with a 980 nm commercially available master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) diode
laser. Backwards pumping gives higher gain than forward pumping because the fiber
is pumped hardest where signal and signal saturation are strongest, thus maximizing
power conversion efficiency and signal gain. Significant research on erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers has shown that in saturated fiber amplifiers, backwards pumping
results in higher gain [100,101]. Appendix A reports an experimental comparison of
forward and backward pumping in a continuous-wave erbium-doped ring fiber laser
using the highly-doped Er1128-2 fiber.
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400 mW
max 1.0 W at 980 nm
1.7 m
Erbium-doped
fiber
ISMF 28 fiber
4.2 m 0.35 m
Lens X4
Isolator
BFP PBS /4
'J4
1 psec at 31.82 MHz
Compress to sub-80 fsec pulses.
Figure 4-1: Experimental set-up of a stretched-pulse fiber laser optimized for fre-
quency doubling. BFP: 5T quartz birefringent plate, PBS: polarizing beam splitter.
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Figure 4-2: Plot of pulse energy and pulse width versus net dispersion for a
stretched-pulse fiber laser, after Ref. [86] which used a 5% output coupler.
An additional optimization was the use of the APM rejection port as the output
port in order to maximize the output power [84]. One might expect the pulse from the
rejection port to be of poor quality since it contains the pulse wings which are rejected
in order to shorten the intracavity pulse. But because the nonlinear phase shift per
pass is small (< r/2), this pulse can still be of acceptable quality, especially for this
application of SHG, since the nonlinear process "cleans up" the frequency-doubled
pulse. High output powers can be achieved by setting the waveplates to bias the
cavity for large loss at low intensities, so approximately 50% of the intracavity power
is actually rejected as the output. The strong pumping and nonlinear output coupling
at the APM rejection port do cause the fundamental pulses to have excess energy in
the pulse wings and larger time-bandwidth products than when the SP-APM laser is
optimized for minimum pulse width. But the frequency-doubling results presented in
this chapter show that the SHG conversion efficiency is still significantly enhanced by
this higher power operation without comparable conversion of the pulse wing energy.
The frequency-doubled pulses were clean with less than 1% of the pulse energy in the
non-sech wings.
The SP-APM laser had a mode-locking threshold of approximately 200 mW of
coupled pump power and average output powers of > 95 mW at 31.82 MHz with 400
mW of coupled pump power. (Pumping with higher power was possible but led to
multiple pulsing.) With the fiber lengths shown in Fig. 4-1, the net dispersion of the
laser was +0.013 ps2. (Additional experiments were performed with a net dispersion
of +0.042 ps2 and will be discussed in section 4.6). Even though the laser was not
packaged for environmental stability, it operated with the same pulse characteristics
for days without readjustment of the waveplate settings. The highly-stretched -1
psec pulses were compressed in a four silicon Brewster prism sequence with prism
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separation of approximately 12 cm and total transmission of up to 90%. Silicon is
highly dispersive at 1.55 pm which allows a very compact compression geometry even
when providing large negative dispersion -0.015 ps2. The resulting compressed
pulses at 1.55 /m were 100 to 110 fsec with 85 mW of average power and pulse
energy of 2.7 nJ. Fig. 4-3 shows the autocorrelation of a typical compressed pulse
while the spectrum is shown in Fig. 4-4. The spectral width of approximately 67 nm
and pulse width of 106 fsec result in a time-bandwidth product of 0.89 assuming a
sech.
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Figure 4-3: Autocorrelation of the 1.55 Lm pulse (dashed) and the frequency-doubled
pulse (solid). A sech fit of the frequency-doubled pulse is also shown (dotted).
A 150 lines/mmn grating (blazed at 2.0 m) was also used for compression in a
single grating geometry. Grating compression was easily aligned and fundamental
pulse widths as short as 70 fsec were achieved. Due to the lower efficiency of grating
compression ( 30% transmission with four reflections off the grating), all doubling
results reported here were obtained with silicon prisms, and gratings were used only
for diagnostics.
4.2 Frequency-doubling results
Several nonlinear crystals for frequency-doubling the SP-APM laser were evaluated
including 3-BaB20 4 (BBO), KNbO3 (potassium niobate), and LiB305 (LBO). Cal-
culations indicate that BBO should be an excellent nonlinear crystal for doubling
1.55 m. The phase-matching angle, as shown in Fig. 4-5, varies by < 0.3 degree
between 1.5 and 1.6 m, according to [102] which reports index data from 400 nm
to 1.061 /pm. Although the Sellmeier equations are not strictly valid at 1.55 m,
they indicate that the group-velocity mismatch between the fundamental and second
harmonic generation (SHG) approaches zero near 1.5 m. The frequency-doubling
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Figure 4-4: Spectrum of 1.55 m pulse with spectral width of 67 nm (top) and
spectrum of frequency-doubled pulse at 771 nm with spectral width of ~ 7.3 nm.
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setup is shown in Fig. 4-6. With 85 mW of compressed fundamental power focused
onto a 1-cm AR-coated BBO crystal with an AR-coated 75-mm focal-length lens,
frequency-doubled powers as high as 8.7 mW were achieved, corresponding to 10%
conversion efficiency and pulse energies of 270 pJ. Fig. 4-3 shows the autocorrelation
of the 86 fsec frequency-doubled pulse (assuming a sech). The frequency-doubled
spectrum, shown in Fig. 4-4, is 7.3 nm wide and centered at 771 nm, resulting in
a time-bandwidth product of ~ 0.32. Efficient frequency-doubling thus results in a
large reduction of excess bandwidth to generate near transform-limited red pulses.
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Figure 4-5: Plot of the Type I phase-matching angle for second harmonic generation
in BBO.
Although the 1 cm BBO crystal was relatively long, spectral narrowing did not
occur due to the > 40 nm phase-matching bandwidth at 1.55 /m. (Phase-matching
bandwidth is defined here as a single-sided bandwidth and is the wavelength offset
from the peak of the spectrum at which the SHG conversion efficiency is zero; i.e. A at
which Ak(A) = 2r/ec where ec is the crystal length.) This was verified by comparing
the spectrum of the frequency-doubled pulses generated in the 1 cm BBO crystal with
that from a 1.5 mm crystal using the same 75-mm lens (confocal parameter 2z0 = 5.6
mm). The frequency-doubled pulses from the 1 cm and 1.5 mm BBO crystals had
the exact same spectrum as shown in Fig. 4-7. Although the SHG beam exiting the
crystal was slightly astigmatic and elliptical due to spatial walkoff, the astigmatism
and ellipticity had opposite signs and thus could be compensated by placing a single
cylindrical lens at approximately 50 cm from the crystal where the beam profile was
circular. In working with the system, it was observed that due to the high index of
silicon, the compressed pulse beam quality and SHG conversion efficiency depended
critically on matched prisms and prism alignment.
Frequency doubling was also performed with a 1.5 mm KNbO 3 (potassium nio-
bate) crystal, which has a larger nonlinear coefficient than BBO, and with a 7 mm
LiB305 (LBO) crystal, which can be temperature tuned for 90-degree phase matching
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85 mW
100 fsec
Si prisms
Figure 4-6: Experimental setup for frequency doubling the stretched-pulse (SP) fiber
laser. Two other crystals, KNbO3 and LBO, were also tested in place of the BBO.
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of frequency-doubled spectra from the 10 mm BBO crystal
(solid) and the 1.5 mm BBO crystal (dashed).
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SHG
with no spatial walkoff. Although conversion efficiencies of 3% and 6% were achieved
for the LBO and potassium niobate, respectively, spectral narrowing occurred in both
crystals due to group-velocity mismatch. For potassium niobate the phase-matching
bandwidth at 1.55 gm is only :14 nm for a 1.5 mm crystal length [103]. SHG pulses
from this crystal were 180 fsec with spectral width of 4.6 nm. The LBO crystal was
found to be 90-degree phase-matched at temperatures between 14 and 18 degrees
Celsius (depending on alignment), a result that differs significantly from predictions
of the temperature for frequency doubling of 1.55 gm based on index data from [104].
The frequency-doubled pulses from LBO were 170 fsec and had spectral width of 4.9
nm. The doubled spectra from the different crystals are compared in Fig. 4-8, while
Table 4.1 summarizes the doubling results from the three different crystals.
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Figure 4-8: Frequency-doubled spectra from the 10 mm BBO crystal (solid) and from
the 1.5 mm KNbO3 and 7.0 mm LBO crystals (dashed). The spectra from the KNbO3
and LBO were essentially identical.
4.3 Frequency-resolved optical gating measure-
ments
As shown in Fig. 4-4 the doubled pulse spectrum is offset from the center of the funda-
mental spectrum. This offset was explored by performing frequency-resolved optical
gating (FROG) measurements [105,106] on both the fundamental and frequency-
doubled pulses. FROG allows the direct determination of the intensity and phase
profile of an ultrashort pulse. In traditional FROG measurements, the output pulse
of the laser is split into two with a variable delay and then intersected in a X(3 )
nonlinear medium to use the Kerr effect [107]. The signal-pulse electric field is then
Esig(t, r) oc E(t)lE(t - r)12, (4.1)
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the frequency-doubling results obtained with the BBO,
KNbO 3, and LBO crystals.
and the FROG trace is obtained by taking the spectrum of the signal pulse as a
function of delay r between the two input pulses:
00(2
IFROG(W, r) Esig(t, r) exp(-zwt)dt . (4.2)
When displayed as a contour plot of intensity versus time delay r and frequency w, the
FROG trace is essentially a plot of instantaneous frequency as a function of time and
thus explicitly shows the chirp across the pulse. By using an iterative fast-Fourier-
transform algorithm, the pulse amplitude and phase profile can be derived from the
FROG trace.
When the pulse energy is less than 50 nJ, as is the case for the stretched-
pulse laser, third-order nonlinearities generate insufficient signal strength for FROG
measurements. A X(2) material, though, can be used in place of the X(3) material to
obtain Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) FROG measurements. The SHG FROG
trace is taken by measuring the spectrum of the SHG as the pulse delay is changed
in a background-free autocorrelation configuration, as shown in Fig. 4-9. The electric
field of the signal-pulse is
Esig(t, r) c E(t)E(t - r), (4.3)
as opposed to eqn. (4.1), and the FROG trace can be found by substituting the
appropriate Esig for SHG into eqn. (4.2). Fig. 4-10 shows contour plots of two
SHG FROG traces which were numerically calculated. The first trace shows an
unchirped gaussian pulse, while the second trace shows a gaussian pulse which is
linearly chirped. One should note that by integrating along the frequency axis, we
obtain the autocorrelation of the pulse. The frequency scan at r = 0 is the spectrum of
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Crystal BBO KNbO3 LBO
Phase- Type I Type I 90 degree
Matching (angle) (angle) (temp.)
deff 0.056 pm/V ;9.0 pm/V F1.2 pm/V
Length 10 mm 1.5 mm 7.0 mm
Conversion
Efficiency 10% 6% 4 %
770 nm
Pulse Width 86 fsec 180 fsec 170 fsec
770 nm
AA 7.3 nm 4.6 nm 4.9 nm
770 nm
AvAr 0.32 0.42 0.42
input
pulse
nonlinear
lens crystal
Figure 4-9: Experimental setup for measurement of SHG FROG. The spectrum of the
SHG is measured as the pulse delay is changed in a background free autocorrelator.
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Figure 4-10: Numerical SHG FROG traces of an unchirped gaussian pulse (left) and
a chirped gaussian pulse (right). The SHG intensity is plotted versus time delay and
frequency offset, where zero frequency offset corresponds to the peak of the spectrum.
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the SHG produced in the nonlinear crystal. The SHG FROG trace must be symmetric
about the time axis.
A disadvantage of SHG FROG is that the trace is symmetric about the time axis r:
IFROG(W, 7) = IFROG(W, -r). This symmetry causes an ambiguity in the direction
of time in the derived electric field, so E(t) and E*(-t) yield the same FROG trace.
For example, a pulse with positive linear chirp has the same SHG FROG trace as a
pulse with an equal negative linear chirp, and so when the fitting algorithm is applied,
we will not know whether we have derived the pulse amplitude and phase profile E(t)
or its time-reversed replica E(-t). The ambiguity is less of a problem in cases where
we have some knowledge about the pulse chirp or when we can make a second SHG
FROG measurement after adding a known phase distortion to the pulse.
Fig. 4-11 shows experimental SHG FROG data for a 72-fsec fundamental pulse
with grating compression (150 lines/mm grating) along with the best calculated fit,
obtained using the generalized projections algorithm [108,109]. A full description of
the algorithm appears in [108,109] and will not be reproduced here.' The experimental
data was obtained using a 0.1 mm BBO crystal in the autocorrelator with a 50 mm
lens. The wavelength span was from 740 nm to 810 nm with 0.05 nm increments, and
the time delay was scanned from -1 psec to + 1 psec in 6.7 fsec steps. Wavelength
data was then interpolated in the frequency domain and the final grid size was 256
points in frequency by 256 points in time. The algorithm was run on a SUN Sparc
Station 4 and converged in - 100 iterations, depending on the initial guess.
The SHG FROG trace in Fig. 4-11 indicates that the lower frequency components
are contained in the pulse wings, and thus efficient frequency doubling occurs at
shorter wavelengths. This explains why the SHG spectrum is centered at 771 nm
rather than at 776 nm, which would be predicted based on the first moment of the
fundamental spectrum. The calculated pulse intensity and phase profiles in Fig. 4-12
show that the phase is nearly flat across the central region of the pulse, indicating that
the linear chirp was almost completely compensated in this region. Next, to check if all
the linear chirp had been compensated with the grating compression, group-velocity
dispersion was numerically added (and subtracted) to the derived pulse phase. With
an added dispersion of -0.0008 ps2 , the pulse phase profile was flat across the pulse
and the pulse width was shortened to 67 fsec compared to the 72-fsec pulse width
which was experimentally obtained. Fig. 4-13 compares this (numerically) optimally
compressed pulse with the derived pulse from the experiment. A plot of the pulse
width as a function of the (numerically) added dispersion is shown in Fig. 4-14. This
analysis confirmed that the SHG FROG data was taken when the pulse was quite
close to being optimally compressed.
An important consideration in SHG FROG measurements is the possibility that
significant group-velocity mismatch (GVM) between the fundamental and SHG beams
may occur in the doubling crystal. GVM will result in incomplete conversion of the
entire fundamental spectrum to SHG, and thus the SHG FROG trace will not accu-
rately represent the actual fundamental pulse. Fig. 4-15 compares the experimental
1.55 yrm spectrum with the Fourier transform of the calculated pulse intensity and
1The author is grateful to Siegfried Fleischer for his work on the SHG FROG fitting programs.
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Figure 4-11: SHG FROG traces of the 1.55 pm pulse which was compressed to 72 fsec
with gratings. The contour plot on the left shows the experimentally-measured trace,
while the right-hand plot shows the calculated fit using the method of generalized
projections.
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Figure 4-12: Derived 1.55 /m pulse intensity and phase profile based on the FROG
fit from Fig. 4-11.
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Figure 4-13: Comparison of the 1.55 m pulse intensity and phase profiles from the
derived fit of the experimental pulse (dashed) and when dispersion of -0.0008 ps2 was
numerically added to obtain the optimally compressed pulse (solid).
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Figure 4-14: Plot of 1.55 gzm pulse width versus (numerically) added dispersion,
which shows that the minimum pulse width of 67 fsec occurs for an added dispersion
of -0.0008 ps2 .
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phase from Fig. 4-12. There was excellent agreement indicating that no filtering
occurred in the grating compressor or BBO crystal.
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Figure 4-15: Comparison of the experimentally measured 1.55 ,im spectrum (dashed)
with the derived spectrum from the SHG FROG measurement (solid).
Although the fundamental pulses had as much as 25% of the total energy in
the uncompressed wings, the corresponding frequency-doubled pulses had less than
1% of the total pulse energy in the non-sech wings. Fig. 4-16 shows the fundamental
pulse autocorrelation on a log-scale while Fig. 4-17 shows the frequency-doubled pulse
autocorrelation. Both traces were obtained by double chopping in a background-free
autocorrelator and detecting the difference frequency. The autocorrelation of the
frequency-doubled pulses showed that the pulse followed a sech for more than two
orders of magnitude, and for delays greater than 1 psec, the pulse wings were smaller
than our measurement background of 10- 5. The peak-to-background contrast ratio of
t 105 for both the fundamental and frequency- doubled pulses is one of the advantages
of the stretched-pulse laser over soliton lasers, which typically have backgrounds at
10- 3 below the peak due to continuum generation. To further confirm the high
pulse quality of the frequency-doubled output, an SHG FROG measurement was
performed on the frequency-doubled pulses. The measurement was taken in a similar
background-free autocorrelator setup as in Fig. 4-9 with a 1.5 mm BBO crystal and
15 cm lens. The FROG trace as shown in Fig. 4-18 was nearly round and smooth,
and the calculated phase profile was flat across the entire pulse.
4.4 Noise measurements
The pulse-to-pulse energy and timing fluctuations of a mode-locked laser can be
characterized by measuring the power spectrum of the laser intensity as first proposed
by von der Linde [110]. If the output fluctuations are assumed to be slowly varying
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Figure 4-16: Autocorrelation of the fundamental pulse plotted on a log scale to show
the peak-to-background ratio of m 105 for time delays > 2 psec.
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Figure 4-17: Autocorrelation of the frequency-doubled pulse plotted on a log scale to
show the reduction in pulse wings from the fundamental pulse.
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Figure 4-18: SHG FROG traces of the frequency-doubled pulse. The contour plot
on the left shows the experimentally-measured trace, while the right-hand plot shows
the calculated fit.
in comparison to the pulse intensity f(t), the noisy laser intensity can be expressed
as
F(t) = Fo(t) + Fo(t)A(t) + Fo(t)TJ(t) (4.4)
where Fo(t) is the output intensity of a perfectly mode-locked laser. The coefficient
A(t) is a random function which represents the relative deviation from the average
pulse energy, and so the second term represents amplitude noise, while the third
term represents fluctuations in the repetition time of the pulses. (Fo(t) is the time
derivative of the laser intensity in the absence of noise, and J(t) is a random function
of time representing the relative deviation from the average pulse repetition time T.)
We can find the power spectrum of the laser intensity F(t) by taking the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function:
PF(w) = PF(W) * [6(w) + PA(w)] + [(wT)2PFo(W)] * P(w) (4.5)
where PA(w) and P(w) are the power spectra of A(t) and J(t), respectively. Substi-
tuting the power spectrum of a perfectly mode-locked pulse train for PF, the power
spectrum of the noise laser intensity is finally given by
PF(w) = (27r/T)2 1f(w)12 [5(wg + PA(w) + (27rp)2Pj(w,)] (4.6)
where w, = (w - 2r/T) and is an integer running from minus to plus infinity.
The noise power spectrum in eqn. (4.6) is a series of frequency bands centered
at w, with constant spacing Aw = 2r/T. The first term in the sum represents the
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perfect noise-free pulse train, while the second term is the frequency-shifted power
spectrum of the amplitude noise. The third term represents the timing jitter and is
proportional to 2 where p is the harmonic. It is then clear that the amplitude noise
can be directly determined by measuring the power spectrum around w = 0, where
i = 0 and the timing jitter is zero.
The Relative Intensity Noise (RIN) spectrum of the frequency-doubled pulses
from the stretched-pulse laser was measured using a spectrum analyzer and a fast
photo-diode, and is defined as
RIN (dBc/Hz) = 10log N (4.7)
where N is the noise spectral density and Ps is the signal power. The RF spectrum
was measured between 10 Hz and 100 kHz and compared with a similar measurement
made in our lab on a commercial mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser which was pumped
by an argon-ion laser. As shown in Fig. 4-19, under normal laboratory conditions, the
RF spectra showed that the amplitude fluctuations on the frequency-doubled pulses
roll off more quickly and were at -138 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz. The Ti:Sapphire noise is
typically at least 40 dBc/Hz higher over the range from 3 kHz to 100 kHz, and our
measurement corresponded well with that reported in [111]. The difference in noise
spectra is caused by the different upper state lifetimes of the two gain media. (The
medium's response to amplitude modulation rolls off rapidly for frequencies greater
than the inverse upper-state lifetime of the gain medium.) Erbium has a relatively
long lifetime of - 10 msec, implying that the noise of the frequency-doubled pulses
should roll off around 100 Hz, as shown in Fig. 4-19. Ti:sapphire, on the other
hand, has a 3.2 sec so the noise will not roll off until the frequencies are as high
as 300 kHz. Pumping the Ti:Sapphire laser with an all-solid-state green source may
reduce the amplitude noise. Nevertheless, the SP-APM laser's excellent amplitude
noise characteristics reported in this thesis and phase noise characteristics reported
in [112] are an added benefit to its use in high-repetition-rate amplifier seeding and
pump-probe measurements.
4.5 Technology transfer
Due to the high power, low noise, and diode-pumped operation of the stretched-pulse
laser and the efficient frequency doubling which can be achieved, Clark MXR, Inc.
(a laser company in Dexter, MI) licensed the technology from MIT in 1995. With
funding from a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant from NIST, the
company developed a commercial product in collaboration with our group at MIT.
This involved working with the engineer at Clark to optimize the laser mount design
and doubling crystal. A prototype was built at MIT and eventually sent to Clark
for final testing and packaging. The commercial product based on the stretched-
pulse laser (ErF) is specified to deliver 120 fsec pulses at 1.55 ipm with > 50 nm
bandwidth and average powers > 50 mW, while the frequency-doubled version (SErF)
is specified to deliver 100 fsec pulses at 775 nm with average powers > 5 mW. Both
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Figure 4-19: Low frequency RF spectrum (10 Hz to 100 kHz) of the frequency-doubled
pulses compared to a commercial argon-pumped mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. The
y-axis is in units of dBc/Hz.
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products are packaged in a 24" L x 12" D x 8" H case which is wall-plug and
requires no water. Clark has demonstrated use of the SErF as a seed source for their
commercial Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier system. The SErF sells for : $60, 000
which is considerably less expensive than a commercial argon-pumped, mode-locked
TiSapphire laser at > $100,000.
4.6 Comparison of doubling with different net
dispersions of stretched-pulse lasers
Initial experiments of frequency doubling the stretched-pulse laser were performed
with a net dispersion (k"e),,t of +0.042 ps2 using a 1.72-meter piece of Er+3-doped
fiber and 3.72 meters of SMF-28 fiber (versus 4.53 meters for the experiments reported
in this chapter with (k"e),et = +0.013 ps2). This laser was operating with a higher
net dispersion than that shown in Fig. 4-2 in an attempt to achieve the highest pulse
energies. Self-starting mode-locking was achieved with output powers and compressed
pulse widths which were similar to the laser with (k"e),et = +0.013 ps2 . Table 4.2
compares the 1.55 m pulse characteristics and frequency-doubling results of the
two lasers (using a 1-cm, uncoated BBO crystal). As shown in the Table, although
the average output power at 1.55 m is the same, the lower repetition rate of the
laser with (k"£),net = +0.013 ps2 results in a higher 1.55 pm pulse energy and thus
higher frequency-doubled powers. The SHG conversion efficiency was also affected by
greater energy in the compressed pulse wings for the laser with (k"e),nt = +0.042
ps2 , as shown in Fig.4-20 which should be compared to the 1.55 pm autocorrelation in
Fig. 4-3. Higher (k"e),,t causes increased nonlinear chirp and a poorer pulse spectrum
(as compared to Fig. 4-4) which results in a larger fraction of the compressed pulse
energy in the non-sech wings and lower doubling efficiencies. These results indicate
that operating with (k"e),et - +0.1 (slightly positive) will result in higher-quality
1.55-pm pulses and better SHG conversion.
4.7 Summary
In summary, a stretched-pulse erbium-doped fiber laser was optimized for frequency
doubling and three nonlinear crystals were evaluated. Compressed fundamental pulses
of 100 fsec and 2.7 nJ were generated. Sub-100 fsec pulses at 771 nm were generated
with average powers of 8.7 mW at 31.8 MHz, corresponding to conversion efficiencies
of up to 10%. SHG FROG measurements showed that frequency-doubling selects the
part of the fundamental pulse which is un-chirped, resulting in an easily visible red
beam of near transform-limited pulses which can be used for aligning and seeding
a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier. Amplitude noise measurements performed on
the frequency-doubled pulses show significant improvement over a commercial argon-
pumped mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser.
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Stretched-Pulse Laser
Net Dispersion +0.041 ps2 +0.013 ps2
Frep 35.2 MHz 31.8 MHz
Self-starting Threshold >300 mW 200 mW
Output Power 95 mW 95 mW
Pulse Energy 2.7 nJ 3.0 nJ
at Pump Power 500 mW 500 mW
Spectral Width ;70 nm ;61 nm
Compressed Pulse
Width (grating) 83 fsec 72 fsec
AvAr 0.73 0.55
Compressed Pulse
Width (prism) 102 fsec 108 fsec
AvAr 0.89 0.82
Ewing/Epulse 0.32 0.20
Power after Prisms 88 mW 89 mW
SHG Power 7.5 mW 8.3 mW
SHG Pulse Energy 210 pJ 260 pJ
Conversion Efficiency 8.5% [ 9.3%
SHG Pulse Width 73 fsec 86 fsec
SHG Spectral Width 8.5 nm 7.3 nm
SHG AvAr 0.31 0.32
Table 4.2: Comparison of the 1.55 m pulse characteristics and frequency-doubling
results (using a 1-cm, uncoated BBO crystal) for the stretched-pulse lasers with net
dispersion of +0.041 ps2 and +0.013 ps2
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Figure 4-20: Pulsed operation of the stretched-pulse laser with net dispersion of
+0.041 ps2. Top: Autocorrelation trace (solid) and sech fit (dashed) showing pulse
wings which extended to > 2 psec with 32% of the pulse energy contained in the
non-sech wings, as compared to 20% for the laser with net dispersion of +0.041 ps2
as shown in ig. 4-3. Bottom: Pulse spectrum with spectral width of ~70 nm.
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Chapter 5
Effect of Linear Birefringence on
P-APM
The lasers discussed in chapters 3 and 4 work well under standard laboratory condi-
tions with no special precautions for temperature or humidity (the fiber is basically
set out on the optical table). Once the bias settings for the waveplates are found,
the laser will reliably start to pulsed operation for days at a time and will remain
stably mode-locked for hours. The bulk components (waveplates, isolators, etc.) can
be "hermetically sealed" to withstand demanding environmental conditions, and the
recent surge in fiber-optic communications work has made these types of hermetic
products inexpensive and available. Maintaining stable alignment of the cavity over
long periods of time has now been greatly improved through the use of commer-
cial collimators at the fiber ends. (The fiber ends are angle polished, anti-reflection
coated, and aligned with a collimating lens in a sealed package.) Reliable long-term
coupling of the MOPA pump to the WDM fiber may soon be possible through the
use of a commercial fiber-coupled MOPA and a simple fusion spice from the MOPA
fiber to the WDM coupler.
An unknown in these mode-locked fiber lasers, though, is the stability of the
fiber itself. Since the mode-locking mechanism relies on the rotation of the elliptical
polarization state in the fiber, the laser will self-start repeatably only if this polariza-
tion rotation remains constant over time for a particular input polarization state and
intracavity power. Standard single-mode fiber, though, has a small and randomly-
oriented birefringence which may change with temperature, stress due to coiling, or
when the fiber position is altered. The sensitivity of the P-APM process to linear
birefringence (or changing linear birefringence over time) in these fiber lasers has not
been evaluated experimentally, and the theory of fiber lasers mode-locked by P-APM
has thus far assumed that the fibers were isotropic [82]. Experiments at MIT have
shown that if the standard single-mode fiber is coiled too tightly in fiber lasers such as
those reported in chapters 3 and 4, mode-locking cannot be obtained, indicating that
birefringence in the fiber can have a deleterious effect on the mode-locking process.
Proposals for mode-locked fiber lasers which are environmentally stable, though, usu-
ally involve schemes that utilize polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers [113,114]. In
preparation for the construction of an environmentally stable laser to be discussed
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in chapter 6, this chapter includes a description of measurements of the birefringent
beat-length both in standard single-mode fiber and in PM fiber in section 5.1 as well
as a discussion of measurements of the temperature dependence of the birefringence
in both fiber types in section 5.2. The effect of birefringence on P-APM was explored
through numerical simulations and is discussed in section 5.3.
5.1 Measurement of fiber birefringence
A linearly birefringent fiber has eigenstates which are perpendicular linear polariza-
tions and displays a different index of refraction for light which is polarized along
the fast axis versus light polarized along the slow axis. Linearly polarized light along
either eigen-axis will travel along the fiber at a speed determined by the index of re-
fraction along that axis and will retain its polarization state. Light which is linearly
polarized off-axis or elliptically polarized can be expressed as a sum of the eigenstates.
As this light propagates, the eigenstates travel at different speeds and beat, result-
ing in a periodic change in the polarization state. The birefringent beat-length eb is
defined as this beat period, i.e. the distance over which the phase difference between
the two eigenmodes accumulates to 2 r, and is determined from
(k, - I)eb = 2r (5.1)
where k and ky are the propagation constants of the eigenmodes along the slow and
fast axes, respectively. With ki = 2rni/A for i = x,y, the beat-length becomes
A A
eb= ) (5.2)
where Sn is the index difference n - ny between the slow and fast axes.
Birefringence in a fiber is caused by manufacturing irregularities such as slight
ellipticity of the core or by induced stress on the core. Other causes include appli-
cation of electric or magnetic fields which cause circular birefringence [115], thermal
effects, air drafts, and noise [116]. Birefringence can be created by compressing the
fiber which induces a fast axis in the direction perpendicular to the applied force
[1.17]. This technique was used in the fiber laser reported in [113] to induce a slightly
birefringent fiber with beat-length - 10 cm. Linear birefringence is also induced in
coiled fiber, where the bend in the fiber stretches the fiber on the outside of the curve
and compresses the fiber on the inside of the curve. The outer layers exert pressure
on the inner layers, creating linear birefringence which is proportional to the fiber
radius and inversely proportional to the radius of curvature of the coil [118]. The
fast axis is in the plane of the loop, while the slow axis is normal to the loop. By
employing multiple turns around two or three coils and then twisting the coils, fiber
wave-plates and polarization controllers can be formed [119,120].
Polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber has a large induced birefringence (beat-length
t 4 mm) due to an elliptical core/cladding, stress rods in the fiber cladding (Panda),
or stress regions around the core (Bow tie). If light is launched in a single linear
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polarization along one of the PM fiber axes, the light will maintain its linear polar-
ization as it travels down the fiber, with cross-coupling to the orthogonal PM axis as
low as -30 dB. The birefringence of PM fiber is so large that changes in environmental
conditions have no effect on the location of the eigen-axes.
Knowledge of the fiber birefringence is important for understanding the operation
of a fiber laser. For standard single-mode fibers, the beat-length is on the order of a
meter or more, and so the birefringence can be determined through a simple cutback
measurement. The large birefringence of PM fibers, though, implies a beat-length on
the order of centimeters or less, and so a different technique must be used to measure
the birefringence.
5.1.1 Cutback measurement of beat-length for non-PM fiber
The cut-back measurement involves launching circularly polarized light into a short
piece of fiber and measuring the output polarization state as a function of the fiber
length. Fig.5-1 shows a diagram of the measurement set-up where a 1.3 pm source was
used for doped fibers (Er+3-doped and Tm+3-doped) so that no absorption occurred.
After each cutback the intensity was measured along the semi-major axis (Irma) and
semi-minor axis (Iin) of the elliptical polarization state. The aspect ratio c is then
defined as
c = Imax (5.3)
where c = 1 for circular polarization and c -- oo for linear polarization. By plotting
the aspect ratio c versus fiber length we should see c vary periodically between 1
and a large number. where the distance between minimum values of c corresponds to
one-half the beat-length b at the wavelength of the source. Fig. 5-2 shows the result
of a beat-length measurement on Tm+ 3-doped fiber CTm-158 with the 1.3 gm source.
Minima of c occur at - 12.5 cm intervals, indicating a beatlength of t 25 cm at 1.3
pm. The index difference n at 1.3 lm can then be obtained from eqn. (5.2). If we
then assume that the index difference does not vary considerably with wavelength,
the beat-length at 1.85 m is estimated to be 35 cm using eqn. (5.2) again. Similar
measurements on another Tm+3-doped fiber, CTm-119, revealed a beat-length of
only 17 cm at 1.85 m, indicating that the fiber probably had an elliptical core due
to the manufacturing process. Measurements of standard telecommunications fiber,
SMF-28, were more difficult because the birefringence was so low and the axes could
have randomly changed orientation over the length of fiber. Measurements showed
the beat-length to be on the order of 4 to 8 meters.
5.1.2 Birefringent filter measurement for PM-fiber
In PM fibers, the index difference n is 10- 4, resulting in a beat-length b 1 cm
at 1.55 lm. The cut-back method described in the previous section cannot be used
since it is difficult to cleave less than 1.5 cm from the fiber end, and so aliasing would
occur in a cut-back measurement. An alternate method to measure the birefringence
is to set up the PM fiber between two polarizers as a birefringent filter (Lyot filter),
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Figure 5-1: Experimental set-up for cut-back measurement of non-PM fibers. A
circularly polarized source is launched into the fiber, and the polarization state is
monitored at the end of the fiber as a function of fiber length.
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Figure 5-2: Results of cutback measurement for the beat-length of fiber CTm-158
with a launched 1.3 m source. At 1.85 m the beat-length is approximately 35 cm.
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as shown in Fig. 5-3. A broadband light source is launched at 45 degrees to the
birefringent axes of the fiber. The polarization state of the light at the end of the fiber
is wavelength-dependent, since the beat-length is wavelength-dependent, as seen from
eqn. (5.2), where we again assume that n is essentially independent of wavelength
over the bandwidth of the source. The output polarizer then completes the filter by
attenuating all wavelengths except those wavelengths for which the fiber length is
exactly an integer number of beat-lengths. Mathematically, the transmission of the
filter can be shown to be
T(A) = 1 + 2cos 20sin 20[cos(A4)- 1] (5.4)
where is the angle between the input polarization and the birefringent axis and is
set to r/2 for maximum extinction. The phase difference AO is defined as
2r LA = , (n, - n) L = 2 (5.5)
where L is the fiber length and b is the beat-length.
The filter free-spectral range (FSR) is defined as the wavelength separation be-
tween two transmission maxima and can be found by setting 2 = A5(Al) - A(A 2)
and solving for the FSR = A2 - A1. This yields
A1 A2FSR = A2 - = (n -n) L (5.6)
such that by assuming Al A2 z A, the free spectral range becomes
FSR = A (5.7)L
Thus by measuring the FSR formed by the PM-fiber birefringent filter, we can esti-
mate the beat-length of the PM fiber. The measurement can be verified by cutting
back the fiber length L and measuring the change in FSR,
-A 2 -A ebAFSR = _L = . (5.8)(n, - ny) L2 L(
With expected beatlengths 5 mm for PM fibers, we must choose the fiber length L
appropriately so that the FSR will be within the range oi the resolution of the optical
spectrum analyzer. At 1.55 m this implies that L 1 meter so that the FSR is at
least 1 nm.
This method was used to determine the birefringence of a commercial Fujikura
Panda fiber where the measured beat-length of 3.7 mm corresponded well with the
specified typical value of 3.5 mm. More importantly, the method was used to measure
the beat-length of PM Er+3-doped fibers when the birefringence was completely un-
known. Fig. 5-4 shows the spectrum of a 1.3 m superfluorescent source after passing
through the birefringent filter setup of Fig. 5-3 using 1.157 meters of PM Er+3-doped
fiber. The FSR at 1.3 m was 2.90 nm corresponding to a beat-length eb = 2.58 mm
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at 1.3 pm. The beat-length at 1.55 pm is estimated to be 3.1 mm. This measure-
ment was also performed with a longer piece of Er+3-doped fiber (1.96 meters) which
confirmed that b 3.1 mm at 1.55 pm. Accurate knowledge of the beat-length of
PM fibers is important in the design of mode-locked lasers which contain PM fiber,
as explained in chapter 6.
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Figure 5-3: Experimental set-up for birefringent filter measurement of the beat-length
of a PM fiber. A broadband 1.3 m source is launched into the fiber at 45 degrees
from the birefringent axes, and the output polarizer is also set at 45 degrees to the
fiber axes. The optical spectrum of the output then shows the filtering effect and free
spectral range from which the beat-length can be determined.
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Figure 5-4: Results of a beat-length measurement with 1.157 meters of PM
Er+3-doped fiber in a birefringent filter configuration with a 1.3 pm broadband source.
The free spectral range is 2.90 nm, corresponding to eb = 2.6 mm at 1.3 pm and
eb ~ 3.1 mm at 1.55 prm.
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5.2 Temperature dependence of fiber birefringence
An important consideration for environmental stability is the sensitivity of the fiber
laser to temperature changes. Although it may be fairly easy to fix the position of the
fiber, assuring that the ambient temperature will not change is much more difficult
and costly. Precise temperature control for a fiber laser could be expensive and bulky,
and so mode-locked fiber laser schemes which can operate without temperature control
would be advantageous. This section contains a discussion of measurements of the
temperature stability of the polarization state in standard single-mode fiber (SMF-
28) and in Fujikura Panda fiber. The measurements are by no means exhaustive,
but do provide some important information about the temperature stability of these
fibers.
5.2.1 Standard fiber versus PM fiber
In the first set of measurements, the goal was simply to compare the temperature
dependence of the output polarization state from a standard SMF-28 fiber with that
from a PM Panda fiber. An experimental setup similar to that shown in Fig. 5-1
was used with a 5.1 meter length of SMF fiber and a 1.55 m source. The fiber was
coiled loosely into an aluminum box which was placed on a hot-plate. The output
polarization state was monitored by again measuring the intensity along the semi-
major axis (Ima,) and semi-minor axis (Imi,) and defining the aspect ratio c as in
eqn. (5.3). As shown in Fig. 5-5 the polarization at the output of the SMF-28 fiber
was measured over 150 deg C and did not show dramatic changes in the polarization
state. The same length of Fujikura PM Panda fiber was then measured in the same
set-up. Fig. 5-6 shows the output polarization state over a temperature range of only
5 deg C, and one can see the large variation over increments as small as 0.2 deg C.
An estimate of the birefringence temperature dependence can be made using the plot
in Fig. 5-6. The aspect ratio has values near 1 (circular polarization) at intervals of
- 1 deg C, which implies that for each 2 deg C temperature increase, the birefringence
changes such that the fiber length is an integer 1 fewer beat-lengths. This can be
expressed mathematically as
L L
= 1 (5.9)
eb (T 1 ) eb (T 2 )
where L is the fiber length and T2 = T1 +AT is the temperature change. Substituting
the beat-length eb(T) = A/Sn(T), the temperature dependence of the birefringence
is
A6n(T) - n(T + AT) L (5.10)
For the PM fiber of Fig. 5-6, A = 1.55,um, L = 5.1 m, and AT = 2 deg C, resulting
in a temperature dependence for the birefringence A(n)/AT ~ 1.5 x 10-7/ deg C,
or a fractional change in birefringence of
d ) n,5 : 0.036%/degC. (5.11)dT n
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Although the fractional birefringence change may appear small, the fact that a 2 deg
C increase in temperature causes the polarization state to cycle through a beat-le ngth
indicates the extreme temperature sensitivity of PM fibers. (PM fibers can be used
as temperature sensors.) So, although the positions of the birefringent axes are fixed
in a PM fiber and thus environmentally stable (unlike in a standard fiber), schemes
for fiber lasers which use PM fibers and light launched off-axis must be designed to
compensate for this temperature dependence.
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Figure 5-5: Plot of the output polarization state (described in terms of aspect ra-
tio c) versus temperature for a 5.1-meter length of SMF-28 fiber with a launched
circularly-polarized 1.55 /m source.
5.2.2 Measurement of birefringence temperature dependence
in Panda fiber
Temperature dependence of birefringence in PM fiber was previously measured for an
elliptical-clad fiber by Rashleigh and Marrone [121] over a large temperature range
of 1200 deg C. The beat-length change was nonlinear over the whole temperature
range, but was nearly linear over the range 0 - 200 deg C with a fractional change in
birefringence (defined as in eqn. (5.11)) of 0.17%/ deg C. Barlow and Payne [122]
reported measurements on the effect of temperature on fibers with birefringence due
to bending. The fractional change in birefringence was measured to be 0.027%/ deg
C. Also reported was a temperature dependence of 0.1%/ deg C for the birefrin-
gence in a linearly birefringent fiber, which corresponded well to the results in [121].
These papers, though, do not report birefringence measurements for current, com-
mercial PM fibers such as Panda or Bowtie which potentially could be used i a fiber
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Figure 5-6: Plot of the output polarization state (described in terms of aspect ratio
c) versus temperature for a 5.1 meter length of PM Panda fiber with a launched
circularly-polarized 1.55 m source. Note that the x-axis range is only 5 deg C
compared with 120 deg C in the measurement of the SMF-28 fiber in Fig. 5-5.
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laser. In order to verify the estimate of birefringence change with temperature of the
Panda fiber from section 5.2.1, a 93-cm length of Panda fiber was again set up as a
birefringent filter. The FSR was then monitored as a function of temperature over
a range of 300 deg C and is plotted in Fig. 5-7.1 The temperature dependence of Sn
can be determined from eqn. (5.6), where the FSR dependence on temperature is
dFSR A2 d (n) A2 d L
dT (n) 2 L dT (6) L2 dT'(5.12)
For Panda fiber at 1.55 gm and room temperature, n = 4.2 x 10 - 4 , and the linear
thermal expansion coefficient for fused silica from [123] is
dL1
= dTL = 4 x 10'/degC, (5.13)
which implies that for L 1 meter,
dL
d 4 x 10-'m/degC (5.14)dT
If we then assume that d(6n)/dT is - 10- 7 (and significantly less than the index
change with temperature for silica fiber. dn/dT = 1.2 x 10-5/ deg C [124,61]), this
implies that the term proportional to dL/dT in eqn. (5.12) is negligible for L 1
m. The measured change in birefringence with temperature is then
(6n) -1.3 x 10-7 /degC (5.15)dT
from Fig. 5-7 and eqn. (5.12), which agrees well with the estimate in section 5.2.1.
The implication of this result will be discussed further in chapter 6.
5.3 Simulations of the effect of linear birefrin-
gence on P-APM
The theory of fiber lasers mode-locked by nonlinear polarization rotation has thus
far assumed that the fibers were isotropic [82]. An important question about these
fiber lasers is what effect linear birefringence and beat-length have on the mode-
locking mechanism. Based on the operation of various fiber lasers built at MIT and
elsewhere, some researchers have hypothesized that birefringence reduces nonlinear
polarization rotation and increases the intra-cavity powers required for self-starting to
mode-locked operation. It has also been suggested that fiber lasers with lengths which
are an integer number of birefringent beat lengths have reduced APM-action because
the nonlinear ellipse rotation will reverse and may partially or completely "undo"
itself when the polarization state changes handedness due to the linear birefringence.
This section discusses the results of numerical simulation and analysis addressing
these questions and the role of linear birefringence in mode-locked fiber lasers.
'This measurement was performed by UROP student Darrin Hsiung.
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Figure 5-7: Plot of free spectral range versus temperature for the measurement of
Panda PM fiber set up as a birefringent filter, as in Fig. 5-3, using a 93-cm fiber
length and a 1.55 pm source.
The equations of motion for the electric field propagation down a fiber with linear
birefringence and nonlinear polarization rotation can be determined as follows. In
the x - y coordinate frame where x and y are the slow and fast axes of the fiber, the
linear birefringence gives
dE=- - b E. (5.16)dz
dE,dE = + Ey (5.17)dz
where b is the coefficient for birefringence
6= 2r n - ny (5.18)
A 2
and the common propagation constant k,,y = (2ir(nr + ny)/2A) has been suppressed.
Equations (5.16) and (5.17) can be changed to the circular basis through the unitary
transformation
E±= E jEy (5.19)
The equations for the evolution of the electric field with birefringence then become
dE+ -= - 6 E (5.20)dz
dE_dEz- -jE . (5.21)dz
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Next we consider the nonlinear polarization in the circular basis:
P+ = oX(3) [IE+12 + 21E._2 ]E+ (5.22)
P- = oX(3) [21E+12 + IEI12]E_. (5.23)
Because the linear birefringence is relatively weak (n, - n 10-4). the nonlinear
polarization will be approximately the same as in an isotropic medium, at least for
effects which are third order in the electric field [125]. Therefore, equations (5.20) to
(5.23) can be combined to give
dE+
= -3 E_ - j7[IE+ I + 21E_ 12] E+ (5.24)dz
dE_
=d _jE+ -E+ [21E+12 + E_ 12] E_ (5.25)dz
where the nonlinear coefficient
La Eo no n2
q e 3 (5.26)
The preceding set of nonlinear coupled mode equations allow one to study the evolu-
tion of a polarization state in an optical fiber with linear birefringence and self-phase
modulation. (The equations can be normalized as shown in Appendix B.) In order to
study actual pulse propagation in a fiber, we would need to add dispersion and loss
for a passive fiber. as well as gain and filtering for a doped fiber. The resulting electric
field envelopes would then vary with both time t and distance . Here we are just
interested in two effects: linear birefringence and nonlinear polarization rotation. and
so for a given intensity, we can solve for the field using equations (5.24) and (5.25).
W\e can determine what happens at different points along the pulse envelope by using
different intensities.
Winful [125,126] was the first to use these nonlinear coupled mode equations to
study this problem. In [125] he showed that intensity-dependent polarization states
are possible even with equal excitation of the fiber's principal axes. (Until this paper,
birefringence had been neglected, and so there would be no nonlinear ellipse rotation
for an initial linear polarization state.) By assuming that the input state is linear
and by changing to dimensionless power variables. Winful solved analytically for
the intensities of the right and left-hand circular polarizations in terms of Jacobian
elliptic functions and defined a quarter period K for the circular polarizations. (K
could then be determined through some complicated integrals which were dependent
on the initial state.) But the assumption of a linearly polarized input state precludes
the application of his analytic expressions to fiber lasers, where in general, the input
state is elliptical. Winful also showed that because of the nonlinearity, the evolution
of the polarization state is highly dependent on the input state [126].
In order to begin to understand the evolution of the electric field in the fiber, we
should review how the linear birefringence and nonlinearity act on the polarization
state independently. Birefringence causes the state to oscillate around either the fast
axis or the slow axis while changing from elliptical to linear and back to elliptical
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and to circular. The electric field amplitudes E. and Ey are constant, while enery
is coupled between E+ and E_ as shown in Fig. 5-8 (where the equations have been
normalized so that IEI 2 + IEI 2 = E+12 + IE_I2 = 1). The relative phase difference
0,,-oy accumulates linearly with a 27r period equal to the beat-length 4b. Nonlinearity,
though, causes a rotation of the polarization state in one direction while maintaining
the handedness of the ellipse. Energy is coupled between E, and Ey, while E+ and
E_ are constant, as shown in Fig. 5-9. The relative phase difference between E+ and
E_ accumulates linearly with distance, with a 27r-period defined by
27r 1
p = I1 2 (5.27)
=q I E+12 - E-12
which will be referred to as the "nonlinear polarization rotation period." Note that
the magnitude of .pr is highly dependent on the initial polarization state. (The initial
condition for both Fig. 5-8 and Fig. 5-9 is shown in the sample data file in appendix
B.)
5.3.1 Regimes of birefringence versus nonlinearity
The result of both birefringence and nonlinearity on the polarization state depends, of
course, on the relative strengths of the birefringence 6 and the nonlinearity in eqns.
(5.24) and (5.25). There are essentially three regimes: 6 < 7 where the birefringence
is a perturbation to the nonlinear polarization rotation, 6 - where the effects are
comparable, and 6 » 7r where nonlinearity is a perturbation to the beat-length. In
order to study the polarization evolution in a fiber laser, a fourth-order Runge Kutta
program was written to solve equations (5.24) and (5.25).
Fig. 5-10 shows the evolution of an initial elliptically-polarized state for 6 = 0.15
and q7 = 1.0. (The same initial state was used as in Fig. 5-8 and Fig. 5-9.) We can
see that there is some energy transfer between E+ and E_, but the phase difference
d+ - _ still can accumulate to 2, indicating that complete nonlinear polarization
rotation can still occur.
To illustrate the second regime, Fig. 5-11 shows the polarization state evolution of
the same initial ellipse for 6 = 0.25 and = 1.0, where the two effects are compara-
ble. Here the nonlinear polarization rotation is reduced by the birefringence such that
the phase difference + - d_ does not fully accumulate to 27r. This phase difference is
periodic, but the period is longer than f,pr as determined from the initial condition.
This behavior agrees with ref. [126] which makes the point that higher powers are
required to see changes due to polarization rotation when the birefringence is large.
(The nonlinear polarization rotation and existing linear birefringence are competing.)
Fig. 5-12 shows the third regime where birefringence dominates the nonlinear polar-
ization rotation. For this case = 0.35 and = 1.0, and the nonlinearity slightly
perturbs the polarization state evolution due to birefringence; the phase shift , - y
has a slight ripple, but accumulates almost linearly. The figure indicates that the
nonlinear polarization rotation is small, yet this does not mean that there can be no
distinction between the polarization states for high and low intensities.
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Figure 5-8: Evolution of the polarization state in the presence of only birefringence.
eb = 8 meters (normalized eb = 1.12) and e£, = oo. The distance of propagation
is z, I+ = IE+j2 (solid), I_ = IE_I2 (dot-dash), II = IEI 2 (solid), and Iy = IEI 2
(dot-dash). The phase differences are indicated by P+_ = + - _ (solid) and
Py = - (dot-dash).
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Figure 5-9: Evolution of the polarization state in the presence of only nonlinearity.
£npr = 6.97 and eb = oo. Axis labels are the same as those of Fig. 5-8.
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Figure 5-10: Evolution of the polarization state in the presence of nonlinearity
r = 1.0 and birefringence 6 = 0.15. (pr = 6.97 and b = 21). Axis labels
are the same as those of Fig. 5-8.
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Simulation runs with various initial conditions showed that aligning the initial
polarization state close to the fast axis increased the birefringent beat-length, while
aligning the initial state closer to the slow axis decreased the beat-length. This result
makes sense given that fb is defined
eb= (5.28)
nx - ny
where the indices n, and ny are the slow and fast axes, respectively, and have both
linear and nonlinear components (ns = not + n2 I, for polarization along x). A given
intensity and polarization result in a change in the indices along the x and y axes,
and thus in a corresponding change in 4. An important and somewhat more subtle
conclusion is that different intensities will have different beat-lengths in the fiber due
to the nonlinearity, and so different points along the envelope of a pulse have different
beat-lengths. Thus there is dependence of the polarization state on intensity, and so
P-APM can be implemented even in a highly birefringent fiber.
5.3.2 Does birefringence cause periodicity of P-APM?
The next question to consider is whether there is a periodicity associated with birefrin-
gence and nonlinear polarization rotation such that at some distance the polarization
rotation will have "undone" itself and no discrimination between the polarization
states of different intensities can occur. Fig. 5-13 shows the polarization state evo-
lution for different power levels and the same birefringence. The slightly different
beat-lengths for each intensity cause there to be no distance at which all intensities
have the same polarization state. This question was also explored in further sim-
ulations by considering the case of a mode-locked erbium-doped fiber soliton laser,
such as that reported in [21], which had an intracavity peak power of 100 Watts and
tb = 8 meters. The normalized value of 5 was then 2.8 compared with the normalized
r = 1.0. This indicates that the birefringence effect is much larger than the nonlinear
polarization rotation.
One method of determining how much discrimination there is between the polar-
ization states at different intensities is to propagate the different intensity cases down
the fiber (starting with the same initial condition) and then take dot-products of the
peak-intensity ellipse with the lower-intensity ellipses. This is analogous to aligning
a polarizer to the ellipse at the peak intensity of the pulse and calculating how much
relative attenuation the wings of the pulse would experience when passing through
this polarizer (analogous to the final polarizer in P-APM as shown in Fig. 2-5). Us-
ing the parameters from the erbium-doped fiber laser, Fig. 5-14 shows the calculated
dot-product of polarization states at different intensities (80W, 60W, 40W, and 20W)
along the pulse with the polarization state at the peak intensity (100W). We see that
there is intensity discrimination over the entire 20 meters of simulation with more
attenuation for smaller intensities, as expected. The dot-product curves of Fig. 5-14
flatten out in regions of z during which the polarization state is going through linear.
(When the polarization state is linear, nonlinear polarization rotation does not occur,
and so there is no more additional intensity discrimination.) The simulation shows
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that there is no periodicity and no point at which the discrimination between high
and low intensities has been cancelled out.
An interesting comparison can be made between the intensity discrimination which
is obtained for fiber with birefringence versus that obtained for fiber without bire-
fringence. A simulation was run using the parameters of [21] where the dot-product
was taken between the peak of the pulse (at 100 W) and cw (- 0 W). The simulation
was also run with the birefringence set to zero ( = 0). Fig. 5-15 shows a plot of
the two dot-product curves as a function of distance. Note that the simulation dis-
tance is now considerably longer. As expected, both curves are sinusoidal, although
the period of the dot-product with birefringence is longer because the birefringence
reduces the nonlinear polarization rotation. The ripples on the dot-product curve
with birefringence occur when the polarization state passes through linear due to the
birefringence.
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Figure 5-13: Evolution of the polarization state for different intensities: (solid) 100W,
(dashed) 80W, (dot-dash) 60W, (dotted) 40W, and (solid) 20W. Parameters are from
[21] with normalized = 1.0 and 6 = 2.8 and initial state with JIE,2 = 0.36 and
P.y = - y = 30 deg. Axis labels are the same as those of Fig. 5-8.
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Figure 5-14: Dot-product of polarization states at different intensities with the po-
larization state at the peak of the pulse. Parameters are from [21] with normalized
r = 1.0 and 5 = 2.8 and initial state with IE 2 = 0.36 and Py = 4r-Oyv = 30 deg.
Curves: (dashed) dot-product of 80W and 100W, (dot-dash) dot-product of 60W and
100W, (dotted) dot-product of 40W and 100W, and (solid) dot-product of 20W and
100W.
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Figure 5-15: Dot-product of polarization state at the peak of the pulse with the
polarization state of cw for fiber with birefringence (dashed) and without birefringence
(solid). Parameters are from [21] with normalized = 1.0 and = 2.8 for the
dashed curve. Both curves are sinusoidal, although the period of the dot-product with
birefringence is longer because the birefringence reduces the nonlinear polarization
rotation.
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5.3.3 Optimum starting polarization state for maximum
polarization rotation
An additional interesting question to consider: what is the optimum polarization
ellipse to launch into the fiber to maximize discrimination between high and low
intensities? Using the parameters from [21], simulations were run with all possible
starting ellipses. For these simulations the elliptical polarization state was described
in terms of ellipticity X and azimuthal angle T, the angle of the major axis of the
ellipse from the slow-axis (x-axis), as shown in Fig. 5-16. In terms of the circular
basis,
(5.29)
and -r/2 < I < +wr/2 to include all possible polarization states. The ellipticity X
is defined by
E+2 l1 +X 2
E_ = (1- ¥) (5.30)
so that
l(1+¥) 2E+ = 2 +X2 (5.31)
and -1 < < +1. ( = 0 is linear polarization, X = +1 is right-hand circular
polarization, and t' = -1 is left-hand circular polarization.)
x
Figure 5-16: Diagram of elliptical polarization state. The azimuthal angle l is the
angle of the major axis of the ellipse from the x-axis (slow-axis) and is defined in eqn.
(5.29). The ellipticity of the polarization state is defined by A' in eqn. (5.30).
The simulation was run similarly to those of section 5.3.2 where, in this case, the
dot-product was taken between the polarization state at peak intensity of 100W and
the polarization state of the low intensity (cw) which was - OW. After 10 meters of
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simulation length, the dot-product was subtracted from 1.0 to determine which initial
polarization states had experienced the most intensity discrimination. Fig. 5-17 shows
a contour plot of the intensity discrimination versus azimuthal angle TI and ellipticity
X where the intensity discrimination has been normalized so that the maximum is
set to 1.0. Ve can see that the maximum discrimination occurs for initial states with
X -0.36 and I - 80deg or with X - 0.36 and T x -80deg. These results
makes sense based on the fact that aligning the polarization ellipse closer to the fast
axis ( , ±80deg) increases the birefringent beat-length, and thus decreases the
effect of birefringence on nonlinear polarization rotation. Setting the initial ellipticity
to X = 0.36 must minimize the number of times the polarization state passes
through linear (X = 0) within the propagation distance, which again maximizes
nonlinear polarization rotation. Knowledge of this optimum initial polarization ellipse
could be helpful in mode-locking fiber lasers with birefringent fiber.
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elliptical states have intensity discriminations which approach 1.0.
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Chapter 6
Work toward an environmentally
stable mode-locked fiber laser
Although fiber lasers have been mode-locked successfully with standard fiber in lab-
oratory settings, environmental stability is an important issue if they are to be used
in commercial applications. PM fiber has a large stress-induced birefringence so that
the locations of the fast and slow axes are fixed under changing environmental con-
ditions. When linearly polarized light is launched along one of the PM axes, the
light will maintain its polarization with cross-coupling to the other PM axis as low
as -30 dB. This property of PM fibers points to their use in fiber lasers to ensure
environmental stability. Fermann and coworkers have demonstrated a design for
mode-locked fiber lasers which uses PM fiber in a linear cavity [113,114,127]. A Fara-
day rotator mirror at one end of the cavity serves to rotate the polarization of the
reflected light by 90 deg with respect to the incoming light [128]. The reflected light
then travels backward down the fiber in the orthogonal polarization state to the in-
coming, forward-traveling light. This causes the total linear phase delay between the
two polarization eigenmodes to be zero after one round trip and thus compensates
any linear phase drifts in the fiber caused by environmental changes. This scheme
has been successful in generating 100-fsec, 100-pJ pulses [54] and 3-psec, 1-nJ soli-
ton pulses [54], but there are a number of disadvantages to the scheme. Because
the laser has a linear cavity geometry and thus is susceptible to first order spuri-
ous reflections, the laser does not self-start to pulsed operation and requires slight
detuning of the cavity length or a moving mirror for pulse initiation. In recent exper-
iments, though, a saturable absorber mirror has been used at one end of the cavity to
achieve self-starting [127]. Another limitation of this scheme is the requirement for
PM Er+3-doped fiber which is not yet readily commercially available and is generally
designed to have negative GVD. Fiber with negative GVD forces operation in the
soliton regime which limits the pulse energy and minimum pulse width with a single
pulse per round trip. The goal of the experiments discussed in this chapter was to
demonstrate a new environmentally-stable scheme for a mode-locked fiber laser which
overcomes the limitations on pulse width and power.
One possible scheme is to use PM fiber in the P-APM fiber ring laser whose
operation was described in chapters 3 and 4. An initial polarization ellipse is launched
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off-axis, but no transfer of energy between the two PM axes occurs because of the
large birefringence. P-APM can still be achieved in PM fiber, though, because the
two polarizations along the PM axes have different intensities and thus a differential
non-linear phase shift is accumulated. Through experiments with an all-PM laser, it
became apparent that the temperature sensitivity of the beat-length in PM fiber (as
discussed in section 5.2) is a major problem which motivated work on an alternative
cavity design.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 outlines a calculation that shows
that P-APM is possible in PM fibers and estimates the reduction in the amount of
pulse-shortening action compared to non-PM fibers. Section 6.2 discusses an all-PM
fiber scheme for a mode-locked fiber laser at 1.55 pm. The performance and problems
are identified. The final section discusses a new design for an environmentally-stable
mode-locked fiber laser which uses both PM and non-PM fiber.
6.1 Comparison of P-APM in PM fiber versus
non-PM fiber
An important question is how different the mode-locking mechanism will be in PM
fiber versus standard fiber. This issue was addressed by Haus [129]. In a standard
non-PM fiber laser, an elliptical polarization is launched into the Kerr medium (i.e.
fiber), and this ellipse rotates by an angle which is proportional to the light intensity.
As discussed previously and shown in Fig. 5-9, energy is coupled between Ex and Ey
via the Kerr effect, while E+ and E_ are constant. A properly oriented polarizer
at the end of the fiber then selects the light with the highest intensity (different
intensities have different rotation angles) thus achieving pulse shortening.
In PM fiber, energy transfer between the two PM axes is prevented because the
large birefringence changes the phase bias between Es and Ey so rapidly. The prop-
agation equations for Es and Ey in the presence of only the Kerr effect are, following
[130]:
dE = -J7[3lEl 2E + 2EyI2E, + Ey2E exp(j2Akz)] (6.1)
dz
dEy 1EY12E 1 12 + 2kdz = [3E + 21E EY + E 2E exp(-2 )] (6.2)
where Ak = k - k is the wave-vector mismatch due to linear birefringence and 77
is defined in eqn. (5.26). The third term of eqns. (6.1) and (6.2) is the coherence
term (a phase-dependent cross modulation term) which essentially averages to zero
in the case of PM fiber since Ak is large. With no energy transfer, when a linearly
polarized pulse is aligned at some angle to the PM axes of the fiber, the two orthogonal
polarizations will have constant (although different) intensities. As the pulse travels
in the fiber, the two polarizations will accumulate different nonlinear phase shifts
due to the Kerr effect and different linear phase shifts due to birefringence. If the
pulses in the orthogonal polarizations are allowed to separate in the fiber due to
the linear birefringence, the cross-phase modulation will be greatly reduced and the
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pulses will accumulate independent nonlinear phase shifts. This is avoided in the laser
by repeatedly cross-splicing the fiber (aligning the fast axis of the first fiber to the
slow axis of the second fiber when splicing) to prevent the pulses from separating by
more than half the pulse width. Pulse shortening is then achieved by combining the
two pulses in a polarizer at the output. With the proper linear phase bias, coherent
addition occurs at the peak of the pulse while the wings of the pulse are extinguished.
6.1.1 P-APM in PM fiber
When light is launched off-axis into a PM fiber and then combined at the fiber
end, the output intensity as a function of intensity and initial angle can be modeled
with a nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer as in Fig. 6-1. The two arms of the
interferometer correspond to the two polarizations along the fast and slow axes of
the fiber. The first beam splitter with reflectance r determines the initial launch
angle. and the output beam splitter (with reflectance s) corresponds to the output
polarizer which accepts power in one polarization but absorbs power in the orthogonal
polarization (the rejection port). In this case, we assume that the fibers are cross-
spliced to cancel the linear birefringence so that the pulses from the two arms are
overlapped at the output. WVe also assume that short fiber lengths are cross-spliced
so that the pulses in the two orthogonal polarizations remain overlapped and the
cross-modulation term is non-zero.
a
(1 -
S
(1 - *) 0.5
b
Figure 6-1: Diagram of the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer which is equivalent
to light traveling in two polarizations down a fiber.
After the first beam splitter, representing the input to the PM fiber, the mode
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amplitudes along the PM axes of the fiber are
a, = r a (6.3)
ay = a 1 - r (6.4)
where x and y indicate the slow and fast axes, respectively. The two "arms" then
acquire nonlinear phase shifts as they travel down the fiber:
I = [3 K la,2 + 2[ay 2] = [3 r 2 2(1 - r2)] la2 (6.5)
, = [3 K a1 2 + 2 lal 2 ] = [3 c (1 -r 2 ) + 2Kr 2 ] la12 (6.6)
where ti is proportional to the Kerr coefficient and the length of the fiber. Note that
as discussed after eqn. (6.2), the coherence term has been neglected because the fiber
is PM and no energy transfer occurs. After traveling through the fiber of length L,
the two mode amplitudes are then
a,(L) = r exp(+J Ad) a (6.7)
ay(L) = /1-r 2exp(+j-,3y + j)a (6.8)
where an additional linear phase shift 0 is included for proper bias. The two polariza-
tions are then interfered at the output beam splitter (the polarizer) and the output b
is
b = V/i -72a(L) + say(L). (6.9)
After substituting eqns. (6.7) and (6.8), the output becomes
b = [rv1-s 2exp(+j4) + s i 2exp(+34y +J)] a. (6.10)
The output power is then
Ibl2 = [r2(1- 2) + (1 (1-r 2)
+ 2rs/(1- r2 )(1 - s 2) cos(Klal 2(2r2 - 1) + )] la 2 (6.11)
We can define an angle such that
s = sin (6.12)
and the output power is then
b2 = [-(1 -cos20) + r2cos2 0
+ rV- r2sin 2 cos([ia2(2r2 -_ 1) + 0)] al2 . (6.13)
We can see that the nonlinearity has maximum effect when sin 20 = 1 and that for
r2 = 0.5 the nonlinear phase is zero.
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6.1.2 P-APM in non-PM fiber
For non-PM fiber we use the circular basis to describe the polarization state. The
coherence terms in the nonlinear phase shift are non-zero in the x-y basis since there
is energy transfer in non-PM fiber. But the nonlinear phase shifts in the circular
basis do not contain coherence terms, and therefore are more easily manipulated in
the calculation. The analysis here closely follows that of section 6.1.1. At the fiber
input, the mode amplitude a is split into the two circular polarizations
a+ = ra (6.14)
a_ = exp(+ )VI--r2a (6.15)
The linear and circular polarization bases are related by the unitary transformation
shown in eqn. (5.19) such that
1
a, = v-(a+ + a_) (6.16)
1
ay = - (a+ - a) (6.17)
The nonlinear phase shifts are then
0+ = 2, [la+12 + 2la_12] (6.18)
D_ = 2t [21a+12 + la_12] (6.19)
and after traveling through the fiber of length L, the two mode amplitudes are
a+(L) = r exp(+j +)a (6.20)
ay(L) = V/1-r 2exp(+j 4_ +j )a (6.21)
Then the output at polarizer b is
b = acos0 + aysin0 (6.22)
1 1
=- -(a+ + a_)cos0 + (-a+ + a_)sin . (6.23)
The output power for the non-PM fiber case is then
lb2 = [a+[2 + la 2 + (a + aa_)(cos2 - sin2 0)
-3(a+a* - aa_)2sinOcosO] (6.24)
Now we need to recognize that (a+a' + a;a_) = 2Re(a+a* .) and that (a+a' -
a;a_) = j2Im(a+a*), so that
bl2 = 2 [1 + 2rv/' 2cos (20 + + 4_ - +)] al2 (6.25)Ib2
-(.
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And by substituting for the nonlinear phase shifts Al+ and T_, the output power is
lbl2 = [2 + rVI-r2 cos(20 + q + 2la1 2 (2r2 - 1))] 1al2 (6.26)
This equation is very similar in form to eqn. (6.13) with the nonlinearity appearing
in a cosine term. Although the coefficient in front of this cosine term is the same in
both cases, the nonlinear phase shift is a factor of 2 larger in the non-PM case. In
order to maximize the effect of the nonlinearity, we set sin2 = 1 in eqn. (6.13),
which then results in the same average loss and bias loss for the two cases. Through
proper choice of the phase bias X = 7r, eqns. (6.13) and (6.26) are then
blm [- + rv/ _ r2sin(liaI 2 (2r2 - 1))] la12 (6.27)
Iblnonpm - + r/- sin(2al2(2r2- 1))] lal2 (6.28)
where the only difference is in the magnitude of the nonlinear modulation. Finally
we can choose the value of r which optimizes the pulse shaping by maximizing the
product r'l r2(2r2 - 1). Fig. 6-2 shows a plot of this product versus r2 which
indicates that the maximum occurs at r2 = 0.85, resulting in
rx/1i- = 0.36 (6.29)
(2r 2 -1) = 0.7. (6.30)
The difference in nonlinear phase shift indicates the strength of pulse shortening
in the lasers, implying that the non-PM-fiber laser should mode-lock more easily.
But the random (although small) birefringence of the non-PM fiber also reduces the
strength of the pulse-shortening by an amount which cannot be predicted, since the
birefringence of the non-PM fiber is in general unknown. The predictable and constant
birefringence of PM-fiber should allow precise control of the polarization everywhere
in the laser, so that the laser can be designed to operate at a fixed point of maximum
possible pulse shortening.
6.2 Mode-locking of an all PM-fiber laser
The experimental set-up for an all-PM fiber laser using P-APM 1 is shown in Fig. 6-3.
The light exits the isolator linearly polarized, and the first half-wave plate is used to
align the linear polarization along one of the axes of the PM-Er+3-doped fiber. We
did not cross-splice the Er+3-doped fiber because we wanted to maximize the gain
and had only a limited supply of the fiber. The light is then coupled along one of the
PM-axes to avoid walk-off of the pulses due to linear birefringence. A wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) coupler brings in the 980 nm to backwards pump the
Er+3-doped fiber and passes the 1550 nm light. The small air gap following the WDM
coupler allows variable output coupling by adjustment of the first half-wave plate in
'The experiment of this section was done with David Jones.
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Figure 6-2: Plot of rV1 - r2 (dash-dot), (2r2 - 1) (dashed), and rv/1 (2 r2 - 1)
(solid) versus r .
front of the polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The second half-wave plate then adjusts
the linear polarization so that the linearly polarized light is launched at an angle to the
PM axes (and different intensities are coupled onto the orthogonal axes). With these
bulk elements the polarization state at the passive PM-fiber input can be determined
exactly. The PM-fiber is then cross-spliced every 40 cm to prevent the pulses from
separating by more than one pulse width (we assumed a 4 mm beatlength and 500
fsec pulses). The wave-plates after the passive PM-fiber then supply the proper bias
for pulse shortening at the PBS. Finally, a birefringent filter provides tuning and
bandwidth control.
Although this all-PM laser was designed to operate similarly to other P-APM fiber
lasers, this scheme had a number of potential problems due to several differences in
the cavity configuration. The additional air-gap should not be a problem in terms
of cavity loss, since coupling losses as low -1.5 dB can be achieved and the Er+3 -
doped fiber has high gain. But the additional air gap can be a problem if there are
back-reflections from the fiber collimators. Reflections from the Er+3--doped fiber end
and WDM fiber end can set up a linear cavity in the Er+3-doped fiber which would
induce spatial hole burning and increase the self-starting threshold. Determining the
correct length of passive PM-fiber to use between cross-splices may also be difficult
since this calculation depends on the final pulse width, which is unknown before the
laser is mode-locked. Additionally, inaccurate cross-splices (offset of the fast axis of
the first fiber from the slow axis of the second fiber by some small angle) can cause
uncompensated linear birefringence which induces filtering/spectral modulation that
looks similar to the effect of an intra-cavity Fabry Perot etalon.
In order to better diagnose and solve these potential problems, the all-PM laser was
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Figure 6-3: Experimental setup of an all-PM Er+3-doped fiber laser. WDM: wave-
length-division multiplexing coupler, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, and BFP: bire-
fringent tuning plate. In the PM Er-doped fiber section, the light is linearly polarized
along one of the PM axes, so no APM action occurs in this fiber. The section of
passive PM fiber is repeatedly cross-spliced so that the pulses stay overlapped and
both SPM and XPM occur, aiding the pulse shortening.
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built in stages starting with the design of Fig.6-3 with standard SMF-28 fiber replacing
the PM-cross-spliced fiber. The cavity was composed of 4.3 meters of commerical
Fujikura PM Er+3-doped fiber with unknown GVD, 0.66 meter of Fujikura Panda
PM fiber with GVD of -22 ps 2/km, 1.1 meters of Bowtie PM fiber with unknown
GVD, and 5.5 meters of SMF-28 fiber with GVD of -22 ps2 /km. The net dispersion
of the laser was measured to be ~ -0.18 ps2, indicating that the pulses should be
soliton-like. We were able to achieve self-starting, mode-locked operation with spectra
showing typical sidebands due to periodic perturbation of the soliton. With single-
pulse operation and 400 fsec pulses, the single-pulse energy should have been 45 pJ
with 1 mW intra-cavity power for this net dispersion. The laser, though, tended to
operate with multiple pulses. The threshold pump power for mode-locking was very
high ( 250 mW), which we believe was due to reflections in the cavity from fiber
ends and splice losses. This caused the intra-cavity power at the self-starting point
to be higher than the allowable intra-cavity power for single-pulse operation. Thus
the laser self-started to multiple pulses. We could reduce the number of pulses in the
cavity by attenuating the pump power but rarely could achieve single-pulses before
the laser dropped out of mode-locked operation.
Although achieving controllable single-pulse operation is certainly the goal, we
replaced the SMF-28 fiber with cross-spliced PM fiber to try to prove the principle
of P-APM and mode-locked operation in this all-PM fiber configuration. Reducing
reflections in the cavity could eliminate the high self-starting threshold and eventually
allow single-pulse operation. The PM-fiber length between cross-splices can be de-
termined with knowledge of the beat-length and expected pulse width. We calculate
what fiber length Ls is required for two pulses which are launched on the slow and
fast axes to separate by a pulse width (tp) due to linear birefringence. (We want to
keep the pulses overlapped in the fiber to take advantage of both SPM and XPM for
APM action.) This can be expressed by
t = L ( - ) (6.31)
where tp is the pulse width, Ls is the fiber length, and v, = c/nt is the velocity on
the slow axis while vy = c/ny is the velocity on the fast axis. The fiber length L is
then
c tp ctp\
Ls = n e (6.32)
'Sn b
where b is the beat length as defined previously. For Panda PM-fiber, eb = 3.7 mm
and for a 500 fsec pulse, L = 38 cm.
We first tried using 7 meters of PM fiber which was cross-spliced every 50 cm in
the cavity. NVe could not find self-starting mode-locked operation with this configu-
ration and believe that the cross-splices caused the problem. If the cross-splices had
high loss or caused reflections in the cavity, self-starting would have been inhibited.
Additionally, at each cross-splice an offset angle p between the slow axis of the first
fiber and fast axis of the second fiber causes the pulse power along the PM axes to
decrease by a factor of (cos p)2, as shown in Fig. 6-4. At the cross-splice the light
along the slow axis E, is divided such that E cos p travels along the fast axis, while
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-E. sin p remains along the slow axis. (And similarly, Ey on the fast axis is divided
after the cross-splice such that Ey cos p travels along the slow axis and Ey sin p re-
mains along the fast axis.) The components proportional to sin p are then essentially
lost since they walk off from the cos p components due to uncompensated linear bire-
fringence. The transmitted power is thus decreased by a factor of (cos p)2. For the 7
meters of PM fiber with 13 cross-splices, if the angular offset p - 5 deg at each splice,
the estimated loss would be 1 - [(cos p)2]13 = 10%. Improvement of the cross-splice
quality through use of an auto-aligning PM fusion splicer may result in offsets as
small as 0.125 deg and thus may facilitate mode-locked operation.
X 2 Y'
Y2
7E w
J · X1
\ 
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Figure 6-4: Diagram of the offset angle p between fast and slow axes at a cross-splice.
x1 and yl are the slow and fast axes, respectively, of the first fiber, while x2 and Y2
are the slow and fast axes of the second fiber. For an optimum cross-splice, Y2 would
overlap x1 . An offset angle p between Y2 and xl decreases the transmitted power by
a factor of (cos p)2 due to walkoff from uncompensated linear birefringence.
Next we simplified the all-PM laser and eliminated some of the cross-splicing
problems by using a 6.6 meter length of PM Panda fiber with a single cross-splice
in the center. The fast and slow axes were carefully aligned, and the fiber lengths
were carefully measured before and after splicing to ensure that they were matched as
accurately as possible. With this configuration the pulse would be launched off-axis
into the PM-fiber and the two polarizations would completely walk off from each other
in the first PM fiber section, and then would walk back together by the end of the
second matched PM-fiber section. So the pulses in the two orthogonal polarizations
are overlapped for only a segment of the cross-spliced PM-fiber length. Although
this pulse separation causes a reduction in the XPM terms of eqns. (6.5) and (6.6),
we were able to obtain mode-locked operation with this all-PM configuration with a
single cross-splice. Fig. 6-5 is a plot of the spectrum which shows large cw spikes along
with the mode-locked spectrum. Mode-locking was difficult to find and required high
pump powers (< 400 mW); the pulses were unstable and dropped out completely
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Figure 6-5: Spectrum of pulses from all-PM fiber laser with one cross-splice.
We believe that the instability was due to sensitivity of the fiber birefringence to
local temperature changes. (The fiber was simply set out on the optical table; no
precautions were taken for temperature stabilization since we were trying to achieve
environmental stability.) After placing the fiber in an insulated box, the stability
improved and pulses lasted as long as 15 minutes. In chapter 5 the temperature
dependence of the birefringence was measured to be d(Sn)/dT z -1.3 x 10-7/ deg C.
If the temperature effects were global, such that the entire fiber changed temperature
by the same amount, the cross-splice would have compensated for the birefringence
change as explained by the following. The linear phase bias b between the two PM
axes at the end of the cross-spliced fiber is
b = 2 (6n AL) (6.33)
where En is the fiber birefringence and AL is the amount by which the cross-spliced
fibers are mismatched in length. The temperature dependence is then
d Ob 2 r d (6n) 2 d L n)
dT A dT AL + dT
where the second term is negligible for AL < 5 mm using eqn. (5.13). The phase bias
sensitivity would then be less than r(8.5 x 10-4)/ deg C for a length mismatch AL < 5
mm if the temperature effects were global. Such small changes in phase bias with
temperature would not have caused the observed unstable mode-locked operation.
Local temperature effects, on the other hand, cause larger variations in phase bias.
The length mismatch AL in eqn. (6.34) is now replaced by a length L which could be
on the order of 50 cm or meters. The phase bias sensitivity would then be as much
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as 0.347r/ deg C for a 2 meter fiber length, which is certainly sufficient to move the
laser away from the proper bias point for pulsed operation.
A possible way to reduce the bias temperature sensitivity is to repeatedly cross-
slice the PM-fiber with short lengths. If the lengths were 10 cm (the shortest segments
that could feasibly be cross-spliced together), the bias temperature dependence would
be less than 0.017r/ deg C. But if a cross-spliced PM-fiber length of > 5 meters is
needed for sufficient P-APM to achieve pulses, performing 50 accurate cross-splices
for a single laser would be unreasonable. There may be other methods of reducing or
canceling the temperature sensitivity of the birefringence of PM-fiber. Using a fiber
with smaller linear birefringence (beat-length 10 cm) should lower the temperature
sensitivity by more than an order of magnitude. In the all-PM fiber laser scheme de-
scribed above, we chose to use the Panda fiber with high birefringence (b = 3.7 mm)
because it was commercially available, and not because the experiment required the
short beat-length. Custom PM fibers could be tailored to a variety of beat-lengths
by changing the fiber geometry. Secondly, in the fiber sensor field, there have been
reports of PM fibers which are constructed to be temperature insensitive. A group
at Fujikura developed a PM fiber in which the temperature dependence of the fiber
birefringence was cancelled by the thermal stress of a multi-layer plastic jacket [131].
Another method for minimizing the temperature sensitivity involves balancing the
built-in stresses of a double-clad, elliptical core fiber with properly-chosen refractive-
index differences and core ellipticity [132,133]. The thermal expansion coefficient
of the core can be increased by adding dopants such as P 205 or B20 3 , while that
of the cladding can be decreased by adding TiO2 and F2. Most recently, passive
temperature-compensating packages for optical fiber Bragg gratings have been devel-
oped which vary the strain in proportion to and opposite to the temperature change
[134,135]. The strain compensation is achieved automatically and passively with a
mount made of two materials with different thermal-expansion coefficients. The tech-
nique possibly could be applied to an all-PM fiber laser to balance the change in
birefringence with temperature by a change in length. Closer examination of these
schemes would be an interesting subject for additional research on an all-PM fiber
ring laser.
If the temperature dependence problem could be solved, we could eventually hope
to construct an all-PM fiber laser with only fiber components and no bulk waveplates.
This would involve knowing the angle of the linear polarization at the input of the PM
fiber relative to the PM-axes of the fiber, which we should be able to determine from
the bulk setup. We could then replace the small air gap with an output coupler and a
splice between the output coupler and passive PM-fiber with the proper offset angle
between the two fast axes. The linear phase bias after the passive PM-fiber could
be accomplished by cutting the fiber length to the proper fraction of the birefringent
beat length. Many of the other bulk components such as the isolator and output
coupling could also be replaced by fiber components, allowing an environmentally
stable, all-PM fiber laser.
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6.3 Stretched-Pulse Sigma Laser
An alternative approach to using PM-fiber for environmental stability is to cancel any
changes of the linear bias which occur in non-PM fiber. The work of Fermann and
co-workers follows this principle using a linear topology and PM-fiber [113,114,127].
It is apparent, though, that non-PM fiber could be used instead, since the cavity
geometry cancels the changes in linear phase bias due to environmental effects [136].
An alternative cavity design to that of Fermann incorporates a non-PM linear section
with a ring section constructed of PM-fiber and has been demonstrated by Duling
and co-workers [136,137,138]. The laser has been denoted as a "sigma laser" due to
its cavity geometry. A modulator in the PM ring section and P-APM in the non-PM
branch have generated harmonically mode-locked pulses of 820 fsec at 500 MHz [137]
and 1.3 psec at 10 GHz [138]. This section reports work on a stretched-pulse sigma
laser operating with significantly higher single-pulse energies. The cavity design is
shown in Fig. 6-6 and should be environmentally stable2 .
The cavity shown in Fig. 6-6 is a traveling-wave cavity, and the path of a pulse is
as follows. Light exits the negative dispersion fiber of the ring with linear polarization
and passes through the isolator and PBS with no attenuation. The quarter- and half-
wave plates set the polarization ellipse followed by the Faraday rotator, which rotates
the polarization state by 45 deg. The ellipse then enters the non-PM section consisting
of the WDM fiber and Er+3-doped fiber where it undergoes nonlinear polarization
rotation as well as amplification. A Faraday rotator and mirror at the Er+3-doped
fiber end flips the polarization state by 90 deg so that the polarization state propagates
back through the fiber in the orthogonal polarization state. As explained previously,
this causes the total linear phase delay between the two orthogonal polarizations to be
zero after a round-trip through the "pigtail" (straight) section and thus compensates
any linear phase drifts in the fiber due to environmental effects. Nonlinear phase
shifts which are required for pulse-shaping are obviously not compensated. The light
then passes back through the first Faraday rotator and back through the waveplates
which now provide the proper bias so that the peak of the pulse is reflected by the
PBS (P-APM polarizer) and enters the ring section, while the wings of the pulse pass
through the PBS and are extinguished in the isolator. A half-wave plate and PBS
after the P-APM polarizer serve as a variable output coupler and the filter provides
bandwidth control and some tuning. The light enters the negative dispersion fiber
with linear polarization. In this first version of the laser, SMF-28 fiber was used in the
ring section. This fiber will be replaced by PM-fiber to ensure optimal environmental
stability, but we do not expect changes in mode-locked operation since the pulse is
linearly polarized in the entire negative dispersion section.
The last element in the ring section is a LiNbO3 amplitude modulator for pulse
start-up. Although the laser is a traveling-wave cavity which should faciliate self-
starting, there were numerous possible reflection surfaces on bulk elements in the
cavity. A first-order reflection in the pigtail section could form an etalon with the
2 This work was done with D. J. Jones and initial results were submitted to the Conference on
Lasers and Electro-Optics, Baltimore, MD, May 18 - 23, 1997.
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Figure 6-6: Experimental setup for the stretched-pulse sigma laser. FR: Faraday
rotator, WDM: wavelength-division-multiplexing coupler, BFP: birefringent tuning
plate, and AM: amplitude modulator.
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Faraday rotator mirror which would induce mode-pulling and increase the self-starting
threshold. After mode-locking was initiated with the modulator and adjustment of
the waveplates and filter, the modulator was turned off and single-pulse operation
remained. The sigma laser has several advantages over previous schemes which use a
Faraday rotator mirror to cancel environmental effects. First, the use of a ring section
after the P-APM polarizer instead of a simple mirror provides a unidirectional section
which then allows use of a traveling-wave amplitude modulator which is fiber-coupled
and easier to synchronize than a standing-wave modulator. The ring-like geometry
also reduces spatial-hole burning so that self-starting should be eventually possible.
Secondly, using non-PM fiber in the pigtail section allows flexibility in the type of
Er+3-doped fiber used in the cavity. Instead of being limited to commercially available
PM Er+3-doped (which tends to have low doping and negative GVD), we were able
to use highly-doped, positive-GVD Er+3-doped fiber (1128-2). With passive negative
dispersion fiber in the ring section, the laser operates in the stretched-pulse regime
where higher single-pulse energies and shorter pulses can be achieved than in the
soliton regime. The WDM coupler can also be non-PM. Additionally, the output is
taken from a variable output coupler which provides a higher quality pulse compared
to stretched-pulse lasers which use the rejection port as the output port (as in Chapter
4).
The sigma laser of Fig. 6-6 was optimized for stretched-pulse operation by placing
the gain fiber in the pigtail section where nonlinear polarization rotation occurs. The
output coupler was placed immediately after the P-APM polarizer (and after the
double pass through the gain fiber) in order to maximize the output pulse quality
and power. Coupling out a large fraction of the intra-cavity power at this point in the
cavity is also important because it decreases the power in the negative GVD fiber and
eliminates pulse break-up into multiple pulses due to higher-order soliton formation.
In order to minimize losses in mode-locked operation, a pulse minimum should occur
near the Faraday rotator mirror at the end of the Er+3-doped fiber since this will
maximize nonlinear polarization rotation. The second pulse minimum should occur
close to the middle of the negative dispersion fiber ring section. With the Er+3-doped
fiber immediately before the output coupler, the pulse exits the cavity with a large
positive frequency chirp which can then be compensated with a grating or prism pair.
With the fiber lengths shown in Fig. 6-6 the net (calculated) cavity dispersion was
+0.020 ps2 where the lengths of fiber in the pigtail section must be counted twice.
Fig. 6-7 shows a spectrum and autocorrelations when the laser was operating with
a single pulse per round trip (and the modulator was turned off). The spectrum
was 38 nm wide and centered near 1559 nm. The large spectral spike on the lower
wavelength side was caused by third-order dispersion and/or the 1530 nm spike in
the ASE spectrum of erbium. Although we are still evaluating this spectral structure,
at this point we believe that the gain shaping due to the ASE spectrum is probably
the more likely cause, because the spike is persistently located at 1530 nm and shifts
only slightly when we try to adjust the wave-plates to find different pulse states. The
autocorrelations of Fig. 6-7 show the same output pulse which was compressed to
100 fsec with four reflections from a 150 lines/mm grating and to 140 fsec with a
double-passed silicon Brewster prism pair. The time-bandwidth products were then
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0.47 and 0.66 for the grating and prism compression, respectively.
We repeatedly were able to obtain better chirp compensation with the grating pair,
although measurement of the grating/prism separation and calculation [139] showed
that both the gratings and prisms were providing ~ -0.035 ps2 of second-order dis-
persion (GVD). The difficulty of aligning the prisms due to the large Brewster's
angle at 1.55 m may account for some of the discrepancy. Another possible reason
for better compression with gratings is the sign of the third-order dispersion (TOD).
Compression with silicon prisms provides negative TOD, while compression with grat-
ings provides positive TOD. Although the net cavity (TOD) was - +0.70 x 10-3 ps3
as calculated from the values of Table 2.1, the pulse was coupled out almost immedi-
ately after the Er+3-doped fiber 1128-2 which has a large negative TOD. (Note that
the TOD of Er+3-doped fiber 1128-2 is twice as large as that of 1128 which was used
in Chapter 4). Since we expect a pulse minimum (near transform-limited) at the
Faraday rotator mirror, the pulse which exited the output coupler should then have
had negative cubic phase distortion, which was partially compensated by the positive
TOD of the grating compressor. The negative TOD of the prism compressor added
to the cubic phase distortion of the pulse, resulting in a longer pulse and possibly
larger pulse wings.
In mode-locked operation, the output power was 17 mW with coupled pump power
of - 180 mW, and the repetition rate was 15.67 MHz. Mode-locking was initiated at
the same pump power level with a modulation depth of 0.5 dBm at 46.9969 MHz. (The
3-dB points of the RF amplifier gain were at 50 MHz and 1 GHz, so we modulated at
the third harmonic for pulse initiation.) The low pump power required for starting
and maintaining single-pulse operation points to the eventual use of less expensive
980 nm diodes to replace the MOPA as the pump source. At higher pump powers,
multiple-pulse operation was observed which was due to "saturation of the P-APM
action." As discussed in section 6.1, P-APM in a fiber laser is analogous to a nonlinear
interferometer and has a transmission which is sinusoidal as a function of intensity,
as in eqn. (6.28) and shown in Fig. 6-8. As the pulse builds up and grows from
zero intensity, the transmission increases. But at larger values of pulse intensity,
the nonlinear phase shift is greater than ir/2 and the transmission rolls over (APM
saturates). In the laser, as the pump power is increased, a pulse forms and increases
in peak intensity until APM saturation. Then if the pump power is increased further,
the pulse must break up into multiple pulses since the intra-cavity power is increasing
with pump power. The APM curve can be shifted over so that saturation occurs at
higher peak intensity by changing the phase bias b, as shown in Fig. 6-8. But setting
the transmission too low for cw can cause difficulties with having sufficient intra-
cavity power to obtain mode-locking. A practical way to move the APM saturation
point to higher intensities is to decrease the nonlinear coefficient tc by cutting back
the fiber in the pigtail section. In the sigma laser, though, this fiber also provides the
gain, so the fiber will have to be cut back carefully to balance the increased APM
saturation intensity with the decrease in gain.
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6.3.1 Further work on the stretched-pulse sigma laser
There are a number of potential improvements of the sigma laser which would help in
approaching our goal of an environmentally stable, high-power laser with short pulses.
Working to avoid APM saturation is important for achieving power levels closer to
those of the stretched-pulse laser of Chapter 4. Self-starting (without the amplitude
modulator) is also an important issue since it would greatly decrease the cost of the
laser and complexity of the drive components. (Although reducing reflections is an
obvious suggestion, this is not easy to do at this point when all bulk components
are AR coated and the fiber ends are angled and also AR coated.) Saturable Bragg
reflectors (SBR) have been successfully used to start linear cavity lasers [127], and
we are working to obtain an SBR sample to use at the Faraday rotator mirror. The
SBR should initiate mode-locking but should not limit the final pulse width because
the laser will still use P-APM. In a different direction, the sigma laser could be
harmonically mode-locked [138] where modulating at 1- 10 GHz would set the pulse
timing. Pulse shaping in the environmentally stable P-APM section could provide
pulse shortening beyond the capability of the modulator. In order to fill all the
time slots, the laser would be required to operate in the soliton regime where the
soliton fixed-area condition determines the soliton peak power for a given pulse width.
Operation in the soliton regime would require a re-design of the fiber dispersion
distribution in the cavity.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Suggestions for
Future Work
7.1 Summary
This thesis reported design and characterization of passively mode-locked Tm + 3-
doped and Er+3-doped fiber lasers as well as study of the effect of birefringence on
mode-locking. Progress made on each topic is summarized in the following sections.
7.1.1 Mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser
Tunable, passive mode-locking of a Tm+3-doped fiber laser was demonstrated for the
first time by extending the use of Polarization Additive Pulse Mode-locking (P-APM)
to longer wavelengths [75]. Self-starting pulses of 350 to 500 fsec were generated over
a tuning range of 1.8 m to 1.9 m. This mode-locked tuning range is the largest
reported from rare-earth doped fiber lasers and can be compared with 50 nm of tuning
from an Er+3-doped fiber laser [140] and 75 nm of tuning from a Nd+3-doped fiber
laser [141]. This Tm+3-doped fiber laser operated in the soliton regime due to the
large negative dispersion of the fibers and thus had spectral sidebands due to resonant
dispersive radiation generated by perturbations to the soliton. The large net negative
dispersion of the laser allowed operation closer to the resonant instability point (where
the nonlinear phase shift per pass is 2r) than in previous mode-locked Er+3-doped
fiber lasers [21]. Operation in the soliton regime, though, still put a limit on the pulse
width (> 350 fsec) and pulse energy (< 0.6 nJ intracavity). Average output powers
of up to 0.65 mW were obtained from the 5% output coupler, and output powers as
high as 5.7 mW were obtained by using the rejected polarization port as the output
port. Suggestions for improvements to the Tm+3-doped fiber laser were also discussed
including using a multiple-plate birefringent filter to a obtain larger tuning range and
operating in the stretched-pulse regime to obtain higher output powers and shorter
pulses. Subsequent to this work, Sharp et. al. [29] reported mode-locking of a Tm +3 -
doped fiber laser with a semiconductor saturable absorber to generate 190-fsec pulses
and up to 1 mW of output power, but this laser was not tunable.
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Work on the mode-locked Tm+3-doped fiber laser at 1.8 pm brought up the in-
teresting prospect of using a Tm+3-doped source for optical coherence tomography
(OCT) on biological tissues. Areas of current emphasis in OCT include obtaining
inexpensive, compact sources and performing multiple wavelength scans on the same
tissue. Diode-pumped rare-earth doped fibers operated as either amplified sponta-
neous emission (ASE) sources or mode-locked sources can potentially fulfill this need.
A Tm+3-doped fiber ASE source was constructed and optimized to yield output pow-
ers as high as 7 mW with bandwidth of 80 nm centered at 1808 nm. This source
then had a spatial resolution of 20 pm for OCT. An OCT image of a biological tissue
was obtained with this source and compared to the image obtained with a broadband
1.3 pm source of the same spatial resolution. The results were promising; the two
images had comparable resolution, with the 1.8 p#m image showing a slightly larger
penetration depth. Continued examination of the feasibility of using a Tm+3-doped
fiber source for imaging is currently being done by members of Professor Fujimoto's
group at MIT.
7.1.2 Stretched-pulse laser and frequency doubling
Extension of previous work on Er+3-doped fiber lasers [84,93] was also reported in
this thesis and in [92]. A stretched-pulse laser was optimized for the application of
frequency doubling through proper choice of the net cavity dispersion and backwards
pumping a longer piece of Er+3-doped fiber. The laser generated output pulses of
3.0 nJ at 31.8 MHz directly from the cavity, which were then compressed to 100 fsec
with 90% transmission through a sequence of four silicon Brewster prisms. These
fundamental pulses were frequency doubled with a 1-cm -BaB 2 04 (BBO) crystal to
achieve conversion efficiency of up to 10%. The frequency-doubled pulses were near
transform-limited with 86-fsec pulse width at 771 nm and with average power of 8.7
mW. Two other nonlinear crystals, 1.5 mm potassium niobate (KNbO3) and 7.0 mm
lithium triborate (LBO), were also used for frequency-doubling. Spectral narrowing
occurred in both crystals due to significantly smaller phase-matching bandwidths as
compared with BBO.
Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements were performed on both
the fundamental and frequency-doubled pulses using spectrally resolved autocorrela-
tion. The SHG FROG trace of the 1.55 pm pulses showed that the lower frequency
components were contained in the pulse wings, and thus efficient frequency doubling
occurred at shorter wavelengths. This explained why the frequency-doubled spectrum
was centered at 771 nm rather than at 776 nm as predicted by the first moment of
the fundamental spectrum. A low frequency amplitude noise measurement was also
performed on the doubled pulses and compared with a commercial argon-ion-pumped
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser. The amplitude fluctuations on the frequency-doubled
pulses were 40 dBc/Hz lower over the range from 3 kHz to 100 kHz. The differ-
ence in noise spectra was due to the long, 10-msec upper-state lifetime of Er+3 and
the argon-ion pump of the Ti:Sapphire laser. These experiments showed that the
frequency-doubled stretched-pulse fiber laser, producing 270 pJ pulses at 771 nm,
could replace the mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser as the seed for a Ti:Sapphire regen-
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erative amplifier, where 100 pJ seed pulses are sufficient for dominance over amplified
spontaneous emission [98]. The technology of the stretched-pulse laser was licensed
to Clark MXR, Inc. (Dexter, MI) who now have commercial products based on the
stretched-pulse laser and frequency-doubled stretched-pulse laser.
7.1.3 Linear birefringence on P-APM
Although the stretched-pulse laser operates reliably and has been packaged as a com-
mercial laser for laboratory applications, extending its use to non-laboratory applica-
tions requires turn-key" operation and environmental stability. The standard fiber
which comprises the present laser has a small birefringence with beat-length 1 me-
ter which is sensitive to environmental changes. This thesis reported work related to
the construction of an environmentally stable mode-locked fiber laser including tech-
niques for measuring the beat-length and temperature sensitivity of both standard
and PM-fibers. By setting up a length of PM Panda fiber (with 6n = 4.2 x 10-4 ) as
a birefringent filter. the temperature dependence of the birefringence was measured
to be m -1.3 x 10-/ deg C. Simulations of the effect of linear birefringence on P-
APM were performed to explore the regime of standard fibers in a soliton laser. where
the effects of linear birefringence and nonlinear polarization rotation are of the same
order. Birefringence reduces the nonlinear polarization rotation, but discrimination
between the peak and wings of the pulse still occurs due to the intensity dependence
of the beat-length. The simulations also showed that the fiber beat-length does not
cause any inherent periodicity of the pulse-shaping, so there is no particular laser
length at which P-APM will be cancelled out due to birefringence.
7.1.4 Environmentally stable mode-locked fiber laser
Using PM-fiber in a mode-locked fiber laser may seem to be an obvious means of
obtaining environmental stability because the locations of the fast and slow axes
are fixed under changing environmental conditions. When linearly polarized light
is launched down either PM axis. the polarization state is stable and cross-talk of
< -30 dB occurs. But light which is launched off-axis changes polarization state
rapidly due to the fiber birefringence. It is not obvious then that APM would work
in PM-fibers. An evaluation of the pulse-shaping which can be achieved by APM in
PM-fibers was performed and compared with non-PM fibers. The analysis showed
that although the nonlinear phase shift per pass was a factor of 2 smaller than in
non-PM fibers, pulse shortening could still be achieved in PM-fibers. An all-PM
fiber laser was designed and built, but stable mode-locking was not achieved due
to the local temperature sensitivity of the P M-fiber birefringence which resulted in
a changing phase bias and pulse instability. Possible methods of eliminating this
temperature sensitivity include using smaller PM-fiber lengths between cross-splices,
PM-fiber with lower birefringence, and PM-fiber which is designed to compensate
for its birefringence change with temperature. As an alternative scheme to the all-
PM ring laser, the sigma laser used PM-fiber in a unidirectional ring with a non-
PM fiber pigtail section. The cavity geometry allows cancellation of changes in the
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linear phase bias due to environmental effects. Stretched-pulse operation of the sigma
laser was achieved with sub-110 fsec, > 1 nJ pulses of 38-nm bandwidth generated
directly from the variable output coupler of the laser with < 200 mW of pump power.
Pulses were initiated by an amplitude modulator and then remained stable after the
modulator was turned off. Future work on the stretched-pulse sigma laser should
include obtaining self-starting and higher output powers as well as simplifying the
cavity design.
7.2 Further Work
There are a number of additional areas for future work which were not mentioned
previously and may be of general interest. One important limitation on the stretched-
pulse laser is the high pump power requirement which implies the use of a Master
Oscillator/Power Amplifier (MOPA). Although MOPA's are commercially available,
their expense, slow delivery time, and unproven reliability over time scales of more
than one year make them unattractive pump sources. Typical stretched-pulse lasers,
when optimized for output power, require > 300 mW for self-starting mode-locked
operation. But we have observed lower self-starting thresholds in recent lasers (and
in the sigma laser) with improved coupling across the air gap. With optimization of
the cavity and gain fiber length as well as the higher powers now available from 980
nm fiber-coupled diode lasers, it may be possible to pump the stretched-pulse laser
with a single 980 nm diode or two polarization-multiplexed diodes.
7.2.1 Co-doped and cladding-pumped fibers
Several recent developments in the field of optical fibers could significantly improve
the operation of the fiber lasers discussed in this thesis or provide new directions
for research. Co-doped fibers (such as Er-Yb) and cladding-pumped fibers increase
the number of options for pump wavelengths and pump diode laser types. Although
MIT does not have facilities for fabricating fibers, collaborating with other groups to
test their new fibers in our lasers might lead to interesting results. Cladding-pumped
fibers may be on the verge of having significant impact on mode-locked fiber lasers.
Continuous-wave 9.2-W Nd+3-doped fiber lasers have been demonstrated at 1.06 Pm
[142], and output powers as high as 23 W have been obtained from cladding-pumped
Yb+3 -doped fiber lasers at 1.1 m with 35 W pump at 915 nm [143]. Double-clad
Er-Yb fibers have already been mode-locked [54] at 1.55 m. If high pulse energies (a
mJ) could be achieved in mode-locked, cladding-pumped fiber lasers, there could be a
new set of high-power applications in laser micro-machining and materials processing
with short pulses of femtosecond to nanosecond widths [144,145].
7.2.2 Bragg gratings
The technology of forming Bragg gratings in fibers is now so well advanced that
the gratings can be custom ordered from commercial manufacturers. Bragg gratings
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used in reflection are narrow filters (bandwidth 1 nm) and so are not useful for
mode-locked fiber lasers. Chirped gratings, though, can have bandwidths - 20 nm
and have already been used in fiber lasers to obtain high-power soliton operation
[146,147]. Since the gratings must be used in reflection, new cavity designs will
have to be developed; designs which do not require fiber-coupled circulators could be
especially useful. Significant work has also been done on fiber Bragg gratings with
long periods (on the order of hundreds of microns) where the grating performs as a
spectrally selective loss element by coupling light from a guided mode into a forward-
propagating cladding mode which is lost due to absorption and scattering. Their use
has been demonstrated in a variety of applications including gain equalizers in optical
amplifiers [148] and filters for ASE in Er+3-doped fiber amplifiers [149]. These long-
period gratings could possibly be used in a fiber laser to smooth the gain spectrum and
achieve larger ranges over which the laser could be continuously tuned. Long period
gratings may also be useful in lasers which use co-doped fiber for the gain medium as
loss elements for unwanted ASE. For example in Er-Yb co-doped fiber when pumping
at 980 nm there is significant ASE at 1.05 pm which is not the transition of interest
and could adversely affect elements such as a saturable absorber if left unattenuated
in the cavity.
7.2.3 Semiconductor saturable absorbers
Semiconductor multiple quantum well saturable absorbers and saturable Bragg re-
flectors are additional elements which could be incorporated into the laser designs of
this thesis to aid in self-starting to mode-locked operation. If we want to use passive
mode-locking to obtain ~ 100 fsec pulses, we will want to continue to use P-APM
for pulse shaping once the slow time response (interband relaxation time) of the sat-
urable absorber has initiated the pulses. To date semiconductor saturable absorber
samples have required complicated growth and post-processing procedures and have
been known to suffer optical damage and deterioration. New designs such as the
saturable Bragg reflector (SBR), consisting of a quarter-wave stack mirror with thin
quantum well(s) in the top layer [150,151], do not require post-processing and allow
the effective saturation intensity to be engineered by placement of the quantum well
relative to the intensity peaks of the standing wave pattern. There are still a number
of interesting questions about these saturable absorbers when applied to fiber lasers.
One issue is the wavelength location of the excitonic absorption edge for optimum
self-starting and mode-locking. A second issue is understanding exactly how the sam-
ples induce mode-locking in a fiber laser. The reported 1% saturated absorption of
the SBR is quite small compared to the large cavity losses (3 to 4 dB) which can
exist in a mode-locked fiber laser. Finally some mystery still exists about why some
samples are successful in mode-locking a laser while other, identically-grown samples
are not successful.
Saturable absorbers used in reflection would also require new cavity designs if a
traveling-wave cavity was still desired. One such design is shown in Fig. 7-1 which
incorporates an SBR into the familiar P-APM ring cavity. The half-wave plate after
the isolator allows adjustment of the intensity which impinges upon the SBR so that
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the effect of the SBR on the laser's operation can be characterized. For fiber lasers at
1.55 ,im it may be possible to grow quantum wells on an InP substrate (which trans-
mits this wavelength) such that saturable absorbers could be used in transmission.
Saturable absorbers could then be attached to a fiber end as an inexpensive, com-
pact starting element. It may also be possible to design schemes which use saturable
absorbers in transmission to achieve stable passive harmonic mode-locking.
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Figure 7-1: Possible design for a mode-locked Er+3-doped fiber laser which uses a
saturable Bragg reflector and P-APM. The percentage of the intracavity intensity
which impinges on the SBR can be adjusted from 0% to 100% so that the effect of
the SBR on the mode-locking can be studied.
7.2.4 Mode-locked fiber laser applications
Applications of pulsed fiber lasers are the best motivators for areas of continued or
new research. The question that should be addressed is, of course, where can ultra-
short pulsed fiber lasers make an impact? At the present time there appear to be three
main areas of applications for pulsed fiber laser sources: in the laboratory, in optical
communications networks, and in medicine. Pulsed fiber lasers have already been
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used as seeds for amplifiers [96] and regenerative amplifiers [99,152] in the laboratory.
A mode-locked Yb+3-doped fiber laser could be used as the seeding source for a
Nd:glass amplifier at 1.053 ym. Fiber lasers also have the potential to serve as tunable
spectroscopic sources to replace larger color center or Ti:Sapphire laser systems which
are costly and difficult to maintain.
In the field of communications there has been recent work on spectrally slicing the
broad spectra of a mode-locked fiber laser to form channels for wavelength-division-
multiplexing [94,153]. The possibility also exists of using mode-locked fiber lasers at
repetition rates 300 MHz for fiber-to-the-home. This application would require that
the lasers be constructed very inexpensively and simply. Harmonic mode-locking of
fiber lasers to obtain repetition rates of 1 to 10 GHz make them competitive sources
for high bit rate time-division-multiplexed communications systems. These lasers
have been the focus of much research over the past five years [138,154].
Medicine is an area which also has potential applications for pulsed fiber lasers.
As mentioned previously, optical coherence tomography (OCT) would take advantage
of the broad bandwidths of mode-locked fiber lasers. Although ASE sources may
provide sufficient spectral width for OCT, mode-locked sources are advantageous due
to higher powers which allow larger penetration depths and higher signal-to-noise
ratios. Tunable fiber lasers could be used in eye surgery, called laser photothermal
keratoplasty (LPTK), so that the penetration depth could be matched to the thickness
of the cornea, or as seeds for other Q-switched medical lasers. Short pulse fiber lasers
may find applications in other types of surgery (orthopedic or dermatology) where
the plasma-tissue ablation mechanism can be controlled by adjusting the pulse energy
and duration. In medicine as in other areas, communicating with those who could
potentially use pulsed fiber laser sources is of vital importance if the sources are to
find specific real-world applications outside of the laboratory.
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Appendix A
Comparison of Forward and
Backward Pumping
Configurations in Fiber Ring
Lasers
Unidirectional fiber ring lasers can be easily pumped in either a forward (co-propagating)
or backward (counter-propagating) configuration through the WDM coupler. Within
the field of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, a number of experiments and theoretical
analyses have been done to compare the signal gain in the forward and backward
pumping configurations [101,155,100]. Generally, the power-conversion efficiency be-
tween the pump and signal is higher in the backward-pumping scheme. At first several
causes such as fiber excess loss and signal excited-state absorption were proposed to
explain the difference in efficiency. But the widely accepted explanation for the pump-
ing difference is that in a saturated erbium-doped fiber amplifier, backward pumping
yields higher gains because the pump and signal are both largest at the end of the
fiber, and thus the higher pump can counter the larger signal saturation at the fiber
end.
Desurvire, though, showed in an analytical paper that in a signal-saturated ampli-
fier the pumping difference is primarily an effect of amplifier "self-saturation" (when
the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the fiber is high enough to saturate the
gain in the absence of any input signal), which is stronger for forward pumping [100].
The paper reports that in the absence of ASE, there is no discrepancy between the
saturated gains obtained in the two pumping configurations when the fiber length is
optimized for gain for forward pumping. Then when ASE is considered, he claims
that in the forward-pumping scheme, there is an important increase in pump absorp-
tion due to saturation by the backward ASE, which occurs at the pump input end.
This increase in pump absorption where the pump is highest causes decreased gain
for foward pumping compared to backward pumping.
The stretched-pulse laser reported in chapter 4 has been pumped in both the
forward [84,93] and backward [92] configurations, but the two pumping schemes have
not been compared directly with the erbium-doped fiber lengths and pump powers
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used in the stretched-pulse laser. There are advantages and disadvantages to both
configurations. With a backward-pumping scheme the laser should have more signal
gain, but the WDM coupler and a short piece of SMF-28 fiber will be located between
the erbium-doped fiber and the air gap where the output is taken at the PBS rejection
port. Fusion splices are then required between the gain fiber and the output port,
which may cause loss or reflections, thus lowering the output power and/or causing
intracavity etalons. The negative dispersion of the WDM and SMF-2S fiber may
also cause problems because the high-energy, positively-chirped pulse which exits
the erbium-doped fiber starts to compress when it propagates through this length
of negative dispersion fiber before the airgap. If this length of negative-dispersion
fiber is not sufficiently short, the pulse could break up into a higher-order soliton and
seed multiple pulse operation. In the forward-pumping scheme, the erbium-doped
fiber can be the last piece of fiber before the airgap thus eliminating problems with
fusion splices or negative dispersion. Additionally, the fourth (unused) port of the
WDM coupler can be used as an output port ( 2%) to monitor the intracavity power
and pulse characteristics. But forward-pumping would be expected to result in lower
power conversion efficiency.
In order to directly compare the pumping efficiency for the two schemes in the
stretched-pulse laser, an erbium-doped ring fiber laser was constructed with essentially
the same components as used in chapter 4. As shown in Fig. A-1 the erbium-doped
fiber (AT&T 1128-2) was 1.54 meters long and was pumped through the WDM coupler
by the 980 nm MOPA. A half-waveplate and PBS were used to create a 50% output
coupler in the airgap after the bulk isolator. The coupled pump power was monitored
at the fourth port of the WDM, which leaked , 1.5% of the 980 nm, and the cw
output power was measured as a function of input pump power. A fraction (m 34%)
of the unabsorbed pump power was rejected from the cavity at the opposite PBS port.
Measurements were then taken of this unabsorbed pump versus input pump power for
both lasing and non-lasing operation (blocking the cavity feedback). The laser was
then adjusted to operate in a forward-pumped configuration by simply changing the
order of the bulk elements in the air gap and optimizing the laser alignment. Output
power versus pump power was again measured, and is shown in Fig. A-2 along with
the curve for backward pumping. The pump threshold for lasing was 34 mW for
backward pumping versus 38 mW in the forward-pumping case, indicating that the
cavity losses were approximately the same for lasers, while the slope efficiencies were
10% and 2.6%, respectively.
An additional PBS was then inserted immediately before the isolator so that
the unabsorbed pump power could be measured in the forward-pumping case. The
waveplates before this PBS were adjusted to minimize the 1.55 m power which was
rejected, which resulted in a fraction of m 14% of the unabsorbed 980 nm power
rejected. A plot comparing this measurement of unabsorbed pump power versus
input pump power for the two pumping schemes is shown in Fig. A-3. (The curves
shown are the total unabsorbed pump power, calculated by dividing the measured
pump power rejected by the PBS by 0.34 for backward pumping and 0.14 for forward
pumping.) In non-lasing operation the unabsorbed pump power was essentially the
same for the two schemes, as expected since there was no signal. In lasing operation,
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though, the unabsorbed pump power with maximum input pump power was 5.2
mW for backward pumping versus 1.3 mW for forward pumping. This measurement
agrees with Desurvire [100] in that there is increased pump absorption in the forward-
pumping configuration and less gain. These measurements confirm that backward
pumping is advantageous to use in a stretched-pulse laser. Also, with the more
efficient power conversion in the backward-pumping configuration, longer erbium-
doped fiber lengths can be used for the same available pump powers, resulting in
increased gain.
max 1.0 W at 980 nm
1.55 gim
output
Figure A-i: Experimental setup for measuring output power at 1.55 pm and unab-
sorbed pump power at 980 nm versus input pump power in the backward-pumping
scheme.
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Figure A-3: Plot of unabsorbed pump power versus input pump power for both
lasing and non-lasing operation. Backward pumping is indicated by closed and open
diamonds for lasing and non-lasing, respectively, while forward pumping is indicated
by closed and open circles.
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Appendix B
Numerical Simulations
This appendix provides greater detail about the numerical simulations used in chapter
5 to explore the effect of linear birefringence on P-APM. First the equation normal-
ization is briefly outlined, and then a sample data file is included which shows the
initial polarization state.
B.1 Normalization of simulation equations
The equations for the evolution of the electric field with birefringence and nonlinear
polarization are, from eqns. (5.24) and (5.25),
dE+ d = -- 6 E - j [IE+2 + 21E_ 2] E+ (B.1)dz
dE_ E = _ 6 E+ - 3j [21E+12 + IE_ I2] E_, (B.2)dz
where E+, E_ are the complex electric field amplitudes of the right-hand circular
(E+) and left-hand circular (E_) polarization states, z is the distance of propagation,
and 6 = 7r(n. - ny)/A is the coefficient of birefringence as defined in eqn. (5.18). The
coefficient 77 is the nonlinear coefficient defined as
w o no n2
w 3 (B.3)
where w is the angular frequency, = 8.85 x 10-12 C/V-m is the permittivity of free
space, no is the linear refractive index (no = 1.44 for silica fiber at 1.55 Pm), and n2
is the nonlinear refractive index (n2 = 2.6 x 10- 20 m2 /W for silica fibers).
We begin the normalization by recognizing that because I = conoE12/2, the
normalized field E+ , can be defined as
E+ = E+ vono. (B.4)
21
We then use eqn. (B.4) to substitute for E+ in eqn. (B.1) and obtain
d+ n = -j 6E_. -j 77 ( 2- [IE+ 12 + 2E-1 2] E+n . (B.5)
dz cfono~~C~7t
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Next we divide
tion equation
the entire equation by (c2I) to obtain the final normalized evolu-
dE+ = J-.6n E n
dzn - 77n [IE+n12 + 2JE-nI
2] E+.n -
where
-n =n E V 21
= E+(2 I
Zn = Z -
c~n
rin = 1
6 (cconoO
-- ;-W-
(An analogous equation can be found for E_, by interchanging E+n and E_ n,.) The
strength of the linear birefringence can then be easily compared to the nonlinearity
strength by comparing the normalized birefringence coefficient 6n to 1, the normalized
coefficient for nonlinearity. (Note that in chapter 5 the subscripts n were dropped for
simplicity.)
B.2 Sample data file for simulations
File inputdat with parameters from the erbium-doped soliton laser of [21] for running
simulation program birefr.f:
8.dO
1.34594d-16
100.dO
8.d-6
1.4443d0
0
10.OdO
.0001dO
0.60dO
70.OdO
O.00001dO
1
O.OOdO
1
beat length in meters
! eta in m/(V*V)
! Peak Power in Watts
! mode-field diameter in meters
! ref. index of fiber at 1.55 um
! idist (flag: 1 = dist (in m), 0 = norm dist)
! total distance, in m for idist=l, norm for idist=0
! step size, in m for idist=1, norm for idist = 0
! initial amplitude of Ex
! initial phase difference between Ex and Ey
! epsilon, error limit in derivative
! idelta (flag: 1 = use beatlength, 0 = use normdelta)
! normdelta = deltan when idelta = 0
! ietan (flag: 0 = set etan=0, 1 = use etan=1
The following is the output status from program birefr.f which lists the normalized
values of the parameters and the initial polarization state:
input file
beatlength (m)
= inputdat
= 8.0000000000000
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(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)
ea )= 1.3459400000000D-16
total number of steps
number of steps between prints
total norm distance
total distance (in meters)
conversion: distance
delta (in l/m)
norm. delta
norm. eta
- 100000
= 100
= 10.0000000000000
= 71.556068316371
= 7.1556068316371 * norm dist
= 0.39269908169872
= 2.8100002317810
= 1.0000000000000
Initial values of E, and Ey:
Intensity EAI2
Intensity Ey,2
i,- y (in deg)
Initial values of E+ and E_:
E+
E_
IE+12
IEI 2
Normalized values of:
enpr
eb
= 0.36000000000000
= 0.64000000000000
- 70.000000000000
= (0.14510685734529, 0.96436323796421)
= (0.14510685734529, -0.16700761003579)
= 0.95105245478544
= 4.8947541858493D-02
= 6.9650272569665
= 1.1180044108390
The important values to note are ,, = 2.81 compared to r, = 1.0 resulting in linear
birefringence which dominates the nonlinearity. This is also apparent by comparing
the normalized values enpr = 6.97 to eb = 1.12, which indicates that the birefringence
has a larger effect over a smaller distance.
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